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Abstract 
Decisions regarding materials and construction of a building are made all the time in the architectural process, 
but thought is not always given to how those choices may affect the buildings ultimate energy usage and the 
impact they may have on climate change.  This thesis focuses on concrete structures and how the thermal 
mass and the thermal resistivity influence energy usage.    The investigation was done looking at large 
commercial office buildings in the climates of Phoenix and Chicago.  A comparison was conducted between a 
steel frame and concrete frame structure, showing how the differing thermal mass impact energy usage.  An 
investigation was also undertaken to better understand thermal bridging in concrete commercial building 
envelopes and the impact they have. 
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1 Introduction 
Office towers dominate the skylines of cities all around the world.  However, most have been designed with 
little thought to the climate they are in and the environmental impact they might have.  According to a recent 
government survey, 70% of energy usage in office buildings is from the lighting and HVAC systems (U.S. 
Energy Information Administration 2008), both of which are directly related to the architectural decisions 
that have been made in the building form and materials.  For example, a decision such as the building’s 
structural system impacts the thermal mass of the building, and therefore its operational energy usage by 
minimizing peak temperatures and thermal swings in a building.   
Another area where architectural decisions have an impact on energy usage is in the envelope of the 
building.  Over the last few years, increasingly stringent energy codes have increased the requirements for 
building insulation and glazing performance.  However, there is a limit to the cost effectiveness of increasing 
the amount of insulation required without looking at the wall assembly as a whole.  As insulation is added to a 
wall assembly, the thermal bridges typical in most commercial wall assemblies become more dominant as the 
source of energy loss through the building envelope.  Currently there is a push by policy and codes and within 
practice, such as with the 2030 Challenge and the Department of Energy Building Technologies Program 
energy saving goals, to develop market-viable net-zero buildings within the next 15-20 years.  Better 
performing building envelopes will be one of the components that will help realize these goals, but to achieve 
better performance we need to look holistically at the thermal performance of an assembly, rather than just 
the R-value of the insulation utilized.   
This thesis looks at how concrete, the most widely utilized construction material, usage and detailing in large 
commercial office buildings affect the building’s operational energy usage and carbon emissions.  
1.1 The Environmental Impact of Building Energy Usage 
The built environment has a substantial impact on the natural environment.  While many aspects of a 
building’s construction, operation, and demolition impact the environment, the energy used to operate the 
building has a significant impact on the air, water, and ecosystem.  The production of grid electricity puts a 
strain on water resources because of the large quantities needed for cooling towers and other purposes, the 
discharge of water containing pollutants, and from runoff from drilling and mining operations.  Additionally, 
land resources are stressed because of the generation of solid waste, some of which is toxic and hazardous, 
and land that is needed for the mining and extraction of fuel which often considerably disrupts local 
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ecosystems.  And according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), electricity production is the 
dominate source of air pollutants in the country, which leads to smog, acid rain and haze (U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 2009).   In addition, these power plant emissions increase the risk of climate change 
because of the large amount of carbon dioxide and greenhouse gas emissions. 
Climate change is the impact of transformation in the composition of the Earth’s atmosphere from human 
activity.  There is uncertainty associated with some of the science of climate change; however, it is known 
with certainty that there is an increasing buildup of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases as a result of 
human activity causing changes in the composition of the Earth’s atmosphere.  It is also known that 
increasing greenhouse gases warm the planet and that they remain in the atmosphere for decades to centuries 
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2010).  A warming trend of about 1.0 to 1.7ºF has been observed 
from 1906-2007 all over the Earth, and because of the recorded increase in greenhouse gases since the mid-
20th century, it has been predicted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, NASA scientist James 
Hansen and other experts that average global temperatures will continue to rise, and as a result sea levels will 
rise and precipitation patterns will change (Intergovernment Panel on Climate Change 2007) (Randerson 
2009). 
According to the U.S. Environmental Information Agency, in 2009 the operation of buildings consumed 75% 
of the annual electricity, most of which is produced from the burning of fossil fuels.  Because of this, the 
building sector is responsible for 40% of the total carbon emissions, making it the largest carbon dioxide 
emitting sector in the country (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2010).  Forecasts based on current 
consumption trends predict that carbon emissions from electricity usage in the building sector will increase an 
additional 18% by the year 2035, nearly double the growth predicted in the transportation and industrial 
sectors (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2010).  However, voluntary programs, such as the U.S. 
Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program and 
Architecture 2030’s 2030 Challenge, which have had growing adoption in architecture, engineering and the 
construction industry, setting carbon and energy reduction targets in an effort to combat current trends.   
But in order to reduce greenhouse gases and curtail the effect of climate change, the energy used for 
operation of the building sector should be reduced and all aspects of how we build and operate buildings 
explored for opportunities to reduce the building sector’s environmental impact. 
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1.2 Why Commercial Buildings? 
Commercial buildings are responsible for 45% of the building sector’s carbon emissions (U.S. Energy 
Information Administration 2010).  However, while the residential sector has a 4% growth in energy 
consumption predicted between 2010 and 2035, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) predicts a 
31% increase in the commercial building sector over the same time period (U.S. Energy Information 
Administration 2010), as seen in Figure 1.  This escalation is based in part on a significant increase predicted 
in non-personal computer office equipment, space conditioning and ventilation energy consumption. 
 
Figure 1: EIA Predicted Growth in Energy Consumption in the Building Sector 
Besides the imperative to reign in commercial building energy usage, there is a rapidly growing desire for 
green buildings in the commercial building sector because of the financial benefits that are being seen.  In 
addition to reduced operating cost, sustainable buildings have been shown to have increased building values, 
occupancy ratios, and rental rates, all of which contribute to an estimated 7% improvement on the building 
owner’s return on investment for constructing a green building (McGraw-Hill Construction 2008).  A survey 
conducted by Turner Construction in 2008 found that, because of these financial reasons and believed 
benefits for workers health and productivity, 75% of the commercial real estate executives surveyed said that 
current market conditions would not discourage them from building a green building (Turner Construction 
2008). 
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Environmental imperatives and market demands for better performing commercial buildings require an 
improved understanding of current commercial building energy usage and solutions to help move the 
commercial building sector towards net-zero carbon emission buildings.   
1.3 The Current Role and Impact of Concrete in Commercial Buildings 
Concrete is the most widely used construction material with annual consumption of 22 billion imperial tons 
(20 billion metric tons) worldwide (Mehta and Meryman 2009).  To put that in context, globally only water is 
consumed more and concrete consumption is equal to approximately 3 tons (or 44 cubic feet) per person per 
year.  While not all concrete produced is used in buildings, it is one of the most common construction 
materials and the majority of that is used in commercial buildings.  It is pervasive in almost all new 
commercial buildings in the foundations and floor slabs, and also regularly used for building structures and 
facades.   
The pervasiveness of concrete due to its flexibility, durability and structural properties comes at an 
environmental price.  Worldwide, concrete production is estimated to be responsible for over 8% of the 
global carbon dioxide emissions (Wilson 1993).  The high emissions rate is largely because cement production 
is one of the most energy intensive of all industrial manufacturing processes.  However, others argue that 
there are environmental benefits that can be seen when using concrete because of reduced operating energy 
in concrete buildings.  For commercial buildings, this is primarily attributed to the thermal mass from the 
concrete, which minimizes and delays peak temperatures, providing a more stable thermal environment and 
reducing the thermal conditioning needs of the building (European Concrete Platform 2007).  To 
comprehensively understand the environmental impact of concrete in commercial buildings, a holistic 
evaluation is needed. 
1.4 The Concept of Life Cycle Assessments 
A contemporary way to fully evaluate the environmental impact of a system is a Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA).  An LCA is a “cradle to grave” assessment that looks at the environmental impact from resources 
extraction to recycling or disposal.  For buildings LCAs are typically divided into four phases – Materials and 
Transportation covering the resource extraction, manufacturing, and transportation, Design and Construction 
comprising the impacts from the building construction process, the Use Phase consisting of the impacts from 
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the maintenance and operation of the building, and the End of Life comprising the disassembly, 
transportation, recycling and disposal of buildings after they are no longer operational.  All of the phases are 
interdependent, and it is assumed that one phase leads to the next in a linear fashion. (Scientific Applications 
International Corporation 2006)   
LCAs look at the environmental inputs required in a phase, such as energy usage, and the outputs that come 
from that phase, such as greenhouse gas emissions.  There are many options for the metrics of evaluation; 
however, energy and carbon or carbon dioxide equivalents are the most prevalent.  A boundary must be 
clearly defined in a life cycle assessment to establish what systems will be included and excluded from the 
LCA, and what inputs and outs will be employed.   
Because of the holistic evaluation process with LCAs, a more complete understanding of the environmental 
impact of architectural design decisions can be comprehended because it avoids shifting the environmental 
problem from one phase to another.  Additionally, LCAs provide a comparative method to evaluate different 
products or practices in order to quantitatively distinguish them.  Thus, although environmental concerns are 
not the only issue of consideration in the architectural design process, LCAs can be a useful tool to inform 
decisions making.  
Material &
Transportation CO2-
equivalents
Use Phase CO2-
equivalents
End-of-Life CO2-
equivalents
Figure 2: The Global Warming Potential of a Building over a 60-Year Lifespan 
Resu l ts  f rom re s earch done  co l laborat ive l y  be tween  Sophia Lisbe th Hsu and author  
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 This thesis is part of a research project looking at the life-cycle of concrete commercial buildings.  Although 
the focus of this thesis will be on the operational energy usage, it is part of a larger research effort to 
holistically evaluate the environmental impact of these buildings.  In current building practice the operational 
energy dominates the carbon emissions of a commercial building over a 60-year life span, as can be seen in 
Figure 2.  However, as buildings move towards higher performance and the operational energy is reduced, the 
energy from manufacturing and disposal will become increasingly important and its impact should not be 
overlooked.  
1.5 Structure of Thesis 
My first task in the research process was to establishment of a benchmark, or prototypical, model building.  
Benchmarking is necessary as a basis of comparison to understand the magnitude of the environmental 
impact from a typical building, and to provide a context for the significance of changes to that impact.  Based 
on surveys of over 5,000 commercial buildings around the country, the Department of Energy developed 
representative models for 16 building types, such as a retail building or a hotel, for 16 cities in different 
climate zones around the country.  In my research, I selected the large office building model from the 
representative models and updated it to the current energy codes.  The energy model results were studied for 
the warm, dry climate of Phoenix and the cold, moist climate of Chicago.   
The first phase of investigation was to look at differing structural systems in these differing climates.  A steel 
structure and a cast-in-place concrete structural system were designed for the benchmark building.  The 
building envelope and other building features were kept identical to isolate the effect the thermal mass of the 
concrete may have on the energy usage of the building.  Additionally, a series of sensitivity analysis were 
performed to look at the impact from climate, massing, infiltration and a number of other energy model 
inputs. 
The models, which were based on prototypical buildings that just meet code, were then revised to reflect 
improved energy codes and best-practices.  This was done to represent high performance buildings in the 
market and to better understand the building energy usage in these buildings.  With the high performance 
building models, an exploration was conducted looking at the effect of the building façade system.  Different 
concrete wall systems were investigated to look at both the influence of thermal mass on the exterior, as well 
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as the thermal bridging that occurs in the detailing of wall systems, which reduces the resistance of the wall 
assembly to heat flow.     
Together these studies help to reveal what influence architectural decisions on material choices and how they 
are detailed may affect a building’s operational energy usage and carbon emissions. 
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2 Literature Review 
The environmental effect of the usage of concrete in the built environment has been the subject of previous 
investigation.   However, much of the existing literature on the subject can be conflicting or insufficient. 
2.1 Life Cycle Assessments of Concrete Buildings 
Existing Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) comparing concrete and steel frames have conflicting and highly 
variable results.  Additionally, existing studies have not rigorously accounted for the operation of the building, 
which is the largest contributor to a building’s carbon emissions over its life.  
As Hsu covers in her 2010 MIT Masters of Engineering thesis (Hsu 2010), there are vast inconsistencies in 
the current literature covering LCAs of concrete commercial buildings.  For example, a study conducted in 
2005 by Guggemos and Horvath shows that a building with a steel structural frame to have higher embodied 
energy but lower carbon emissions than a similar building with a concrete frame.  In 1998 Eaton and Amato 
found the opposite, and a study by Johnson in 2006 shows the building’s life cycle energy to be nearly 
identical.   However, they also differ more significantly in order of magnitude, as can be seen in Hsu’s table 
comparing the results of relevant studies (Figures 3 and 4).  Not all findings are included on both tables, as 
results in both embodied energy and 
carbon were not always reported.  This 
inconsistency is due to a number of 
factors.  Only two of the studies, by 
Guggemos and Horvath and by Johnson, 
are for buildings in the United States, and 
some of the studies are based on 
theoretical buildings while others were 
based on real construction data.  
Additionally, there are discrepancies in 
the studies based on differing system 
boundaries, as well as methods and 
sources for data collection. 
Figure 3: Embodied Energy in Studies Reviewed by Hsu 
Source: Hsu, 2010 
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There does seem to be more agreement 
on the significance of operational energy 
in an LCA.  Though not all the studies 
included operational energy, for those 
that did, the operational energy 
represented 81-95% of the LCA, showing 
the importance of the Use Phase.  
However, while most of the studies 
included operational energy, they did not 
account for the effects that the structure 
may have on the operational energy.  The 
majority of studies used regional average 
energy data, which does not show 
sensitivity to building structure.   
The study conducted by Jönsson et al. in 1998 for seven Swedish buildings also uses national average energy 
data for office buildings; however a variation in energy usage as a result of the building structure is included in 
the assessment.  The report states the operating energy is directly related to the choice of frame construction 
because of the differences in maintenance from renovations of the façade and internal walls and the energy 
loss owing to heat transmission through external walls.  Since the same R-value was used for all wall 
assemblies in the study, the heat loss through them is equivalent.  However, the paper also states that 
“thermal storage in the frames may decrease the energy use during service life, but can only be fully assessed 
when studying the whole building” (Jönsson 1998).  To account for the effects of the thermal mass of the 
different structures the Swedish average energy usage is modified to account for the potential energy savings 
based on “some defined circumstances” (Jönsson 1998).  The study does not state what those circumstances 
are or how the energy savings was computed, so it is difficult to understand the accuracy of the approximately 
15% decrease in operational energy presented due to the thermal storage of interior building elements.    
Because operating energy can vary considerably based on building use, climate and building efficiencies, in the 
LCA conducted by Cole and Kernan in 1996 the operating energy was determined using the energy 
simulation program DOE-2.1D.  The model was developed to meet the requirements in the Canadian 1995 
Energy Code, and the results looked at the current targeted energy use and the 50% and 75% reduction in 
energy use, to account for increased efficiency in buildings.  However, the modelers did not account for the 
Figure 4: Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Materials and 
Construction in Studies Reviewed by Hsu 
Source: Hsu, 2010 
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differing thermal mass of the different structures, stating that the difference in energy usage would be 
negligible because the interior finishes affect the thermal mass of the building more than the underlying 
structure.  Though it seems reasonable to assume that the interior finishes may decrease the heat storage 
capacity of the building structure, explanation is not provided as to why the researchers believe the finishes 
mitigate any impact the thermal mass may have. 
Though Life Cycle Assessments of commercial buildings have compared the environmental or energy impact 
of the choice of structural system, such as a steel frame or a concrete frame, the variability in these results 
create a murky understanding of the impacts.  Thus, an assessment has not yet been done of commercial 
building structures that carefully incorporate differences in operational energy usage that may result from the 
thermal mass. 
2.2 The Effect of Thermal Mass on Building Operational Energy 
While the LCA studies underplayed or ignored the effects of the structure’s thermal mass on operational 
energy usage, other studies focusing solely on thermal mass in buildings show that the thermal mass can 
lessen a building’s energy usage due to the differing thermal storage capacities of steel and concrete.   
However, the studies available are conflicting and appear possibly biased by the funding industry.   
More thermally massive structures, such as concrete or masonry, react more slowly to changes in outside 
temperature and internal load schedules by absorbing the internal and external heat gains and slowly releasing 
the stored heat later.  The storage reduces peak temperature demands on the mechanical system, and the lag 
in the release of the heat can shift peak temperatures until later in the afternoon or after hours of operation, 
helping to reduce both heating and cooling loads in the building.  The decrease in peak loads can reduce 
equipment sizes, allowing it to operate more efficiently.  By reducing peak swings in temperature, a more 
comfortable and stable thermal environment is created.   The energy saving benefits of thermal mass are most 
pronounced in mild seasons and climates when the outside temperature fluctuates above and below the 
balance point temperature of the building, the outdoor temperature at which heat losses from the building 
equal the energy gains inside.   
17 
 
Studies have looked at how to optimize building controls to build upon the inherent properties of concrete 
buildings, but few studies investigate the impact of the thermal mass in the building structure or envelope as 
the building is traditionally operated.  Given the differing heat capacity of steel and concrete, when a designer 
is deciding between these structural frames in a commercial building, how much does that decision affect 
operation energy usage? 
A 2005 study by the United Kingdom’s Concrete Centre claimed significant energy savings stating that a 
thermally massive building could provide reductions of up to 70% in cooling of a building (de Saulles 2005). 
However, it is unclear from the report how the savings was determined.  Additionally, the report 
acknowledges that often higher heating loads can be seen in thermally massive buildings, but that the heating 
load is of a diminishing significance because of the changing requirements of insulation and air tightness in 
building envelopes is diminishing that load.  The report references a study by the Chartered Institute of 
Building Service Engineers that anticipates a reduction in heating loads of 60% in London and 70% in 
Edinburgh by 2080, further supporting the author’s decision to focus primarily on cooling energy savings. 
A 2007 report published by the European Concrete Platform concluded that a 7-15% energy savings could be 
seen in heavyweight office buildings in various European climates zones ranging from Sweden to Portugal 
based on energy simulations performed.  The report also references a Finish study from Tampere University 
that surveyed 28 publications on thermal mass and drew the conclusion that there could be a 2-15% savings 
in heating energy and up to 50% reduction in cooling for Northern European climates.  Additionally, the 
authors modeled real buildings to validate their designed model, but the methodology for validation is not 
clear, consisting of modeling the buildings with light and heavy weight structures. 
Likewise, a study published in 2007 in Modern Steel Construction by Gorgolewski stated that modeled steel and 
concrete office buildings in Canada had nearly identical energy use, with the steel building being slightly 
lower, and that the thermal mass of the structure did not have a significant effect on energy usage.  However, 
the article states that thermal mass located in the building envelope can be more effective, as can increasing 
the surface area of the floor slab to allow for more heat transfer, but results are not published for these 
modifications so the significance is unclear.  The article states that beyond a four inch thickness of concrete in 
the floor slab, the amount of energy that can be stored is limited because of the rate at which heat can be 
stored.  So therefore, although the article asserts that a steel building with the composite metal decking with 
concrete slab has a larger surface area than a flat concrete slab and is a more effective as storage of thermal 
energy than the concrete slab even though it has less thermal mass; results of estimated savings are again not 
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provided.  Because the surface area of concrete floor slabs can vary significantly between a waffle slab with a 
greater surface area than the composite decking and two-way flat plate slab with less, and because current 
energy simulation programs cannot account for a profiled surface, all surfaces have been modeled flat for the 
purpose of this thesis. 
The most detailed study available provided many of the assumptions and modeling parameters used, allowing 
a better understanding of the study and the ability of the reader to examine the resulting sensitivity to these 
assumptions.  Published in 2007 by Portland Cement Institute, Marceau and VanGeem modeled a steel and 
concrete structure office building in six United States climates.  The authors varied several building 
parameters, such as the thickness of the concrete slab, location of internal mass off the structure, and the 
envelope systems, to comprehend the impact they may have.  The study found that concrete frame buildings 
meeting code requirements performed 6-9% reduction in whole building energy consumption than steel 
framed buildings meeting code requirements with identical façades.  The report also provides many of the 
modeling assumptions used and run results, allowing a sensitivity analysis to be conducted on my models with 
some of these assumptions to be discussed later in Section 4.4. 
The reports, though differing by climate, massing and other factors, also indicate that the impact of the 
differing energy savings in steel and concrete commercial buildings may also be related to the industry 
promoting the results.  As model assumptions and detailed results were not provided in most of the studies, it 
is not possible to determine why the results vary.   Furthermore, the fact that the industry promoting the 
results was always better performing necessitates that results should be viewed with a level skepticism as they 
may be skewed to put the promoting industry in a better light. 
2.3 Thermal Bridging in Building Envelopes of Commercial Buildings 
While the occurrence of thermal bridging in commercial wall systems is widely recognized, few studies have 
examined their impact on a building’s operating energy.  Commercial buildings heat balances are often 
dominated by internal loads, making their energy usage less sensitive to the thermal resistance of the 
envelope, however studies show that thermal bridges significantly decrease the thermal performance of the 
building skin and impacts on energy usage are likely to be seen. 
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Historically, building facades were homogenous or made of only a few materials, such as brick or stone, that 
performed all functions required of the building evelope.  However over the last century, they have radically 
changed as the main structural supports have been removed from the building envelope and complex multi-
layer assemblies have been developed and optimized over time to adress varied requirements.  They are 
required to meet a litany of requirements such as thermal control, water and air retarding,  restricting 
condensation, accoustic barrier, 
views, connection to the exterior 
environment, access to daylight, 
control of glare, security, fire safety 
concerns, structural neccessities, 
conditions of differential movement, 
and the aesthetic aspirations of the 
building while meeting budget, 
constructionality, maintenance, and 
durability contraints.  Although a 
material may meet more than one 
function, typical commercial walls 
are now made of a series of layers 
each provinding a different role.  
These layers are tied together with clips, achors, ties, bolts and other connectors typically made of metal.  
When these connectors, which are poor insulators, penetrate the thermal insulation layer in the assembly, they 
provide a path for heat flow through the insulation, diminishing the effectiveness of the insulation. 
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers’ (ASHRAE) 90.1 energy 
standard, which is the basis for most commerical building energy codes, acknowledges the thermal bridging 
that occurs in stud walls by requiring differing amounts of insulation for walls with wood studs and steel 
studs, requiring twice as much continuous insulation in the steel stud wall in a cold climate like Boston or 
Chicago.   Since determining an assemblies R-value can sometimes be difficult, Apendix A of the standard has 
tables for common heterogeneous wall assemblies.  Table A9.2 of the standard shows how a wall which is 
99.7% insulation with only 0.3% of the insulation interrupted by light gauge steel studs, as would be the case 
in a wall with 18 gauge studs at 16 inches on center, can decrease the effectiveness of the insulation by 50-
Figure 5: Building Envelope Performance Layers 
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70% depending on the R-value of the insulation that had been used, and the higher the R-value the greater 
the steel stud depreciates it.   
While the occurance of thermal bridging is a recognized occurance it has had sparse study in commercial wall 
systems, partially due to the customized nature of many commercial facades.  However, one study in 1997 by 
Griffith et al. looked at the effects of bolts in one of the most common commercial wall systems, the curtain 
wall system.  The study looked at steel and nylon bolts at a variety of spacings.  The study examined the heat 
flow through the assemblies with experiments done in an infrared thermography lab and using THERM, a 
two-dimensional heat flow simuation program, and found that stainless steel bolts spaced at the  industry 
standard dimension (230mm) or farther apart showed an increase of 18% in heat loss, though closer spacing 
showed an even more significant heat loss.  The study also found that stainless steel bolts performed better 
than steel bolts, and that nylon bolts performed nearly identically to the assembly with no bolts. 
Another wall assembly for which thermal bridging has been studied is concrete sandwich panels, which are 
constucted with two layers of solid concrete with insulation in between.  In these panels solid areas of 
concrete are commonly provided for constructability reasons, and metal ties are also often used to tie the two 
wythes of panels together.  The areas of the insulation that are broken by the metal ties and solid concrete 
regions create thermal bridges in the panel.  Kosny et al. tested these panels in 1999 using the Guarded Hot 
Box Method and found that these solid concrete regions can reduce the average thermal resistance by up to 
45%.  Lee and Pessiki in 2006 and 2008 also looked at these panels, and also found that the solid concrete 
areas and metal ties reduce performance by 40-45%.  In the 2006 study, the researchers found that the 
performance of the panels could be improved by utilizing a three wydth panel and staggering the solid 
concrete regions, therefore breaking the bridges.  However, the study does not state how much it would be 
anticipated to improve by. 
The existing literature on thermal bridging in commercial enevelopes indicate that the bridges that occur can 
have a significant impact on the performance of the envelope, but there are many systems that have not been 
studied.  Futhermore, these studies have not been coupled with an annual energy simulation to demonstrate 
how substaintial an impact they may have on operational energy usage.  Though these studies shed light on 
the importance of thermal bridging, further study is needed to better understand the impact in the 
commercial building sector.  
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3 Benchmarking 
The benchmarking process involved the establishment of a prototypical building model which could then be 
used as a baseline against which to test and evaluate changes.  The process is valuable to understand the 
magnitude and profile of a typical building’s energy usage, and to establish a baseline for comparison.   
3.1 Simulation Methodology 
 
Figure 6: Diagram of Energy Modeling Loads 
 
Energy modeling software consists of a thermal calculation engine to predict the annual energy use of the 
building.  As shown in Figure 6, building description defines the building geometry, layout, constructions, 
operating schedules, internal loads, HVAC systems, and local weather data.  The simulation manager then 
performs an hourly simulation by calculating the building loads and the system requirements to meet the 
desired building conditions.  The energy simulation program used for this research was EnergyPlus, a 
program developed by the Department of Energy in 1999 that combined the best capabilities and features of 
two existing energy simulation programs (Crawley 2000).  EnergyPlus was built without a graphical user 
interface, but some third parties have created interfaces to fill this void.  However, these interfaces often limit 
the capabilities of the full energy simulation software.  DesignBuilder, used in this project for the 
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development of building geometry and constructions, internal loads, schedules and other building parameters, 
is a front end for EnergyPlus.  An IDF simulation file for EnergyPlus was then exported and the mechanical 
system and lighting controls were added to the building description before simulation. 
The results of the annual energy simulation were then input into a Life Cycle Assessment software, GaBi (PE 
International 2011), to create a more holistic understanding of the model. 
3.2 U.S. Department of Energy’s Commercial Buildings Initiative 
The best starting point for this project’s benchmark was the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Reference 
Buildings.  The DOE has established aggressive goals for improved energy efficiency targeting a 50% 
reduction in commercial building energy usage by 2015 and working ultimately towards net-zero buildings.  
Collaboration between the DOE research laboratories and the building industry will be needed to meet these 
targets.  To strengthen the collaboration, DOE developed reference energy models for the most common 
commercial buildings to serve as a starting point for research and to be used to assist in future code 
improvements (M. e. Deru 2011).   
Developed by achieving a consensus between the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, the Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, the models represent two thirds 
of the commercial building stock and exemplify “reasonably realistic” building characteristics and practices 
(M. e. Deru 2011).  These models were developed to represent new and existing construction for several 
types of buildings in all of the U.S. climate zones as defined by ASHRAE, with weighting factors to allow 
reference models to be expanded to represent the whole country.  The models were developed primarily from 
data surveyed of existing buildings and applicable ASHRAE Standards. 
3.2.1 Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey 
The Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) is a quadrennial survey conducted by the 
U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA).  The most recently published data is from 2003, which surveyed over 
5,000 buildings around the country.  This survey consists of two data collection stages, the Building 
Characteristics Survey and the Energy Suppliers Survey.  The Building Characteristics Survey was conducted 
first and gathered information about the building’s size, function, types of energy using equipment and 
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conservation measures, types of energy sources, and amount and cost of energy.  After that survey, the EIA 
conducted the Energy Suppliers Survey for buildings that did not provide complete energy consumption and 
expenditure data.  A multistage area probability sample was the mechanism used to ensure those buildings 
selected were representative of the commercial building sector (U.S. Energy Information Administration 
2011). 
Once this data was collected, the information was processed and made publically available.  Information is 
provided on typical building characteristics, such as area, number of occupants, and hours of operation, and 
total energy usage by size, building type, year of construction, and region.  Additionally, the EIA estimated 
the end-use consumption for ten end-uses: space heating, cooling, ventilation, water heating, lighting, 
cooking, refrigeration, personal computers, office equipment (including servers), and other uses.  The energy 
breakdown of the ten end-uses was determined through a four-phase process of regression analysis and 
engineering models. (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2008) 
This survey is the basis for much of our understanding of the profile of building energy usage in the United 
States and the technical foundation of many programs such as the ENERGY STAR building certification and 
the 2030 Challenge, as well as the Department of Energy’s Commercial Reference Building Models. 
3.2.2 Commercial Reference Building Models 
The DOE developed complete energy models with inputs compiled from various sources to represent sixteen 
building types in sixteen climates for new construction and two vintages of existing buildings.  Table 1 lists 
the sources for the Large Office, which was the building type model selected for this research.  Office 
buildings of more than four stories in the CBECS 2003 survey were used as the dataset for the Large Office 
model (M. e. Deru 2011).   The Large Office building was selected, because of the trend for larger buildings 
to incorporate sustainable design strategies.  The investigation by the New Buildings Institute found that 
close to 60% of the building pursing LEED certification fell into the two size categories of 19,000 to 46,000 
m2 and Over 46,000 m2, showing a much larger average building size than the CBEC 2003 survey (New 
Buildings Institute 2008). 
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Table 1: DOE Reference Building Model Cited Sources for the Large Office Model (M. e. Deru 2011) 
 Referenced Source 
Building Form & Size CBECS 2003 
Occupancy ASHRAE 62.1-2004 
Ventilation Requirements ASHRAE 62-1999 
Plug & Process Loads Engineering Judgment 
Hot Water Demand ASHRAE Advanced Energy Design Guide for Small Office Buildings 
Schedules ASHRAE 90.1-1989 
Building Envelope CBECS 2003 for assembly choice, ASHRAE 90.1-2004 for thermal performance 
Percentage of Glazing CBECS 2003 
Infiltration ASHRAE 90.1-2004, Addendum 
Lighting ASHRAE 90.1-2004 
HVAC System CBECS 2003 for system types, ASHRAE 90.1-2004 for efficiencies 
Fan Efficiencies  ASHRAE 90.1-2004 & Energy Policy Act of 1992 
3.3 Building Description 
The Large Office building model is 46,320 square meters with twelve stories above grade and a basement 
below, based on data from CBECS 2003.  The benchmark building models the basement, first floor, a middle 
floor, and top floor.  A zone multiplier for the ten unmodeled floors is used on the middle floor to represent 
floors two through eleven.  The ceilings and floors are set to adiabatic, so that no heat is lost or gained 
through them, as it is assumed there would be the same thermal state on the floors above and below.  
However, there was a concern on the part of the author that if the floors and ceiling are set as adiabatic, the 
software will also ignore the heat capacity of the assemblies.  Therefore, for the purpose of this study, all 
floors were modeled and the zone multiplier was not used. 
Many of the efficiencies and energy performance requirements of the model were set to meet ASHRAE 90.1-
2004 Energy Standard for Buildings Except for Low-Rise Residential Buildings and other ASHRAE 
standards, current when the models were developed.  Subsequent to the creation of the models, ASHRAE 
90.1-2007 was released and has become the basis of the energy code requirements for many localities, 
including Boston and Chicago, and is also the standard for the most recent version of the US Green Building 
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Council’s certification program, LEED 2009.  Therefore, the models were updated to meet these 
performance requirements.  The lighting power density, building envelope performance requirements, 
equipment efficiencies, and ventilation rates were the only areas affected by the newer version of the 
standard.  Other than these changes and those made as part of the research, the Large Office benchmark 
model was the basis of the remainder of the model. 
3.3.1 Massing and Zoning 
 
Figure 7: Exterior Image of Model & Floor Plan of Zoning 
 
The building is rectangular with a 1:1.5 aspect ratio based on CBECS 2003 data.  The floor-to-floor height of 
the building is 3.96 meters, giving the building a total height of 47.52 meters.  All floors are broken into five 
zones, with a six meter perimeter zone for each orientation and a central core zone as can be seen in Figure 7.  
Because of the large floor plate, 64% of the floor is part of the core zone and is not very influenced by the 
external environmental conditions.  With the addition of the basement floor modeled as one zone, there are 
61 zones in the building.   
ASHRAE 90.1-2007’s Appendix G requires the building to be simulated in all four orientations and averaged.  
Because the building is a symmetrical rectangle, the model was simulated with two orientations, one with the 
long building side north and south and one with that side east and west.  The results from the simulations for 
these two rotations were then averaged. 
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3.3.2 Building Envelope 
The building envelope is an aluminum panel rain screen system with a steel-stud backup wall system.  The 
thermal performance of the building envelope system was revised to meet the performance requirements of 
ASHRAE 90.1-2007.  Based on CBECS 2003 data, the roof insulation was entirely above deck.   Though 
there is increasingly a trend for mostly glazed commercial buildings, the walls in the model were 40% glazed, 
which is the maximum permitted by the ASHRAE standard.   
Table 2 summarizes the thermal performance for the building envelope in metric units.  The thermal 
resistance of a material or assembly, or R-value, is typically given as a unit less number, however the metric 
units are K·m2/W.  The overall heat transfer coefficient, known as the U-value or U-factor, is the inverse of 
the R-value.  Windows and construction assemblies are most commonly discussed as U-values, while the 
nomenclature for insulation and individual materials is typically given as R-values as is the case in ASHRAE 
90.1 and Table 2. 
Table 2: Summary of Building Envelope Thermal Performance Based on ASHRAE 90.1-2007 
 ASHRAE Climate Zones 
 2 3 4 5 
Roof Insulation, Entirely above Deck R-3.52 c.i. R-3.52 c.i. R-3.52 c.i. R-3.52 c.i. 
Above-Grade Wall Insulation, Steel-Framed R-2.29 R-2.29 + 
R-0.67 c.i. 
R-2.29 + 
R-1.32 c.i. 
R-2.29 + 
R-1.32 c.i. 
Below-Grade Wall Insulation NR NR NR R-1.32 
Slab-On-Grade Floor Insulation, Unheated NR NR NR NR 
Glazing, Metal Framing U-4.26 U-3.69 U-3.12 U-3.12 
Glazing SHGC 0.25 0.25 0.40 0.40 
*c.i. – continuous insulation, NR – not required 
Because the steel-studs in the wall greatly diminish the thermal performance of the cavity insulation, 
Appendix A of the 90.1 standard provides the effective R-value for commonly used assemblies.  The effective 
R-value accounts for thermal short circuits in assemblies by using a modified R-value that more realistically 
reflects the thermal resistance of that assembly.  Table A9.2B states that a nominally 5 cm by 10 cm stud at 
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40.64 cm on center, the most common stud size and spacing, with R-2.29 insulation in the cavity has an 
effective R-value of 1.06, which was the value used for the cavity insulation in the research energy model. 
3.3.3 Building Loads 
Building loads can have a significant impact on the results of an energy model.  For example, a building with a 
high density of equipment, such as computers and office machinery, may require cooling in the space under 
certain exterior environmental conditions, while a building with a low plug load may need heating under the 
same environmental conditions, shifting the balance point temperature of the building.  Likewise, an office 
building might have a high lighting power density, but low domestic hot water usage so that the energy used 
for lighting is significantly greater than hot water heating, whereas a residential building that has a lower 
lighting power density and higher domestic hot water usage may show the opposite to be true.  Ensuring that 
accurate assumptions are made about the loads of the building is important to create a reasonably 
representative model. 
The values for density of occupants, equipment plug load and hot water demand were taken from the DOE 
Benchmark building.  The lighting power density used the Building Area Method from ASHRAE 90.1-2007, 
and the ventilation rate was revised to the current standard of ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2007, Ventilation for 
Acceptable Indoor Air Quality.  Table 3 summarizes the loads by zone.  The “Long” zone refers to the 
perimeter zone on the longer side of the rectangular building; while the “Short” zone refers to perimeter zone 
on the shorter side of the building. 
Air infiltration is the unintentional entrance of outside air into a space through cracks and leaks in the 
building exterior.  The infiltration values in the model vary by zone based on exposed exterior wall and roof 
area.  However, when aggregated as a whole, the building had a relatively low infiltration value of 0.11 air 
changes per hour (ACH).  This is primarily due to the large core are of the building, and small exterior area to 
floor ratio.  Based on conservative values from ASHRAE 90.1-2004 Addendum ‘Z,’ the Reference Building 
derived an infiltration value of 2 L/s per m2 of above-grade envelope area at 75 Pa (M. e. Deru 2011).  As 
maximum infiltration values for assemblies are not stipulated in the 2007 version of 90.1, the value set by 
DOE in the benchmark building were used.  However, as infiltration can often be a nebulous area in energy 
modeling, a sensitivity analysis was performed and is discussed in Section 4.3.1. 
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Table 3: Zone Load Summary 
Zone Name 
People 
m2/person 
Equipment 
W/m2 
Lights 
W/m2 
Infiltration 
ACH 
Ventilation 
L/s 
Domestic 
Hot Water 
L/h 
Floor 12, Core 18.58 8.07 10.76 0 0.3/m2 + 
2.5/person 
80.6 
Floor 12, Long 18.58 8.07 10.76 0.65 0.3/m2 + 
2.5/person 
0 
Floor 12, Short 18.58 8.07 10.76 0.66 0.3/m2 + 
2.5/person 
0 
Floors 1-11, Core 18.58 8.07 10.76 0 0.3/m2 + 
2.5/person 
80.6 
Floors 1-11, Long 18.58 8.07 10.76 0.25 0.3/m2 + 
2.5/person 
0 
Floors 1-11, Short 18.58 8.07 10.76 0.26 0.3/m2 + 
2.5/person 
0 
Basement 37.16 4.84 10.76 0 0.3/m2 + 
2.5/person 
0 
 
3.3.4 HVAC System 
A multi-zone variable-air-volume (VAV) system with a natural gas boiler and a water-cooled chiller was 
determined in the CBECS survey to be the most common HVAC system in large office buildings.  The 
building is served by both natural gas, the fuel for the domestic hot water and the heating system boiler, and 
grid electricity, serving the chiller and other energy using systems.  As required by ASHRAE 90.1-2007, the 
cooling system has a differential dry-bulb economizer, which utilizes outside air for cooling when it the 
outside air temperature is below the building’s return air temperature.  System sizes and flow rates are 
determined by the software during simulation.   
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Fan efficiencies are set by the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which is referenced in ASHRAE 90.1 Table 10.8.  
As the Energy Policy Act of 1992 remained the referenced standard for both the 2004 and 2007 versions of 
ASHRAE 90.1, the efficiencies did not change between versions.  The inputs required for the energy model 
differ slighting from how fan efficiencies are specified in the standard, and DOE developed a simplified 
method for determining efficiency based on the Energy Policy Act of 1992 values. (M. e. Deru 2011)  These 
values were used for the model developed for the research project.  Table 4 outlines the equipment 
efficiencies that were used. 
Table 4: HVAC Equipment Efficiencies 
 Efficiency Source 
Cooling System Chiller (COP) 5.5 ASHRAE 90.1-2007 
Heating System Boiler 0.80 ASHRAE 90.1-2007 
Domestic Hot Water System Boiler 0.80 ASHRAE 90.1-2007 
Floor 12 VAV Fan Efficiency 0.6045 DOE Reference Building 
Floor 12 VAV Fan Pressure Rise (Pa) 1017.592 DOE Reference Building 
Floors 2-11 VAV Fan Efficiency 0.6175 DOE Reference Building 
Floors 2-11 VAV Fan Pressure Rise (Pa) 1017.592 DOE Reference Building 
Floor 1 VAV Fan Efficiency 0.6045 DOE Reference Building 
Floor 1 VAV Fan Pressure Rise (Pa) 1017.592 DOE Reference Building 
Basement VAV Fan Efficiency 0.5915 DOE Reference Building 
Basement VAV Fan Pressure Rise (Pa) 1109.648 DOE Reference Building 
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Table 5:  Building Operating Schedules 
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3.3.5 Schedules  
Representative building schedules are critical to the accuracy of a model, as energy model results can be quite 
sensitive to them.  The schedules in an energy model dictate what is occurring in a space at a particular time, 
such as people in the building, equipment being used, the availability of the cooling system, or desired 
conditions thermal.  Unfortunately, little data is available to assist in determining characteristic operating 
schedules.  In developing reference buildings, the Department of Energy considered the schedules provided 
in ASHRAE 90.1-1998 Section 13 to be the best available.  Where possible, DOE modified these schedules 
based on case study research and anecdotal evidence.  These schedules were maintained for the research 
energy model, and are summarized in Table 5. 
3.3.6 ASHRAE Climate Zones 
For the 2004 ASHRAE 90.1 standard, ASHRAE developed climate zone classifications by county for the 
United States.  Running in relatively horizontal bands across the country, eight climate zones were defined 
with one being the warmest and eight being the coolest. Defined by county, the climate zones were 
determined by a statistical analysis of the average heating and cooling degree days of a location.  In addition 
to the definition of the eight climate zones, further delineation was given for Moist (A), Dry (B), and Marine 
(C) climates.  Marine climates were defined by having moderate mean temperature ranges and are generally 
along the west coast.  Dry climates are classified by low annual precipitation and make up the western third of 
the country, while the Moist climate is the remainder constituting the middle and eastern parts of the country. 
(Briggs, Lucas and Taylor 2003) 
The Department of Energy selected one city in each climate zones to represent all U.S. climate zones. They 
started with the most populous cities in each climate zones, because they have the highest building densities 
and would therefore represent a larger proportion of that zone that a smaller city.  The selections were then 
revised based on locations that were deemed most “typical” climatically to create a balance between 
representativeness and number of buildings (M. e. Deru 2011).  An exception was made for zone 3B where 
two locations were selected, Los Angeles and Las Vegas, because the authors felt they represented different 
climates within the same zone. 
As part of this research project, two of the representative cities were selected to perform the complete Life 
Cycle Assessment.  The cities of Phoenix and Chicago, representing climate zones 2B and 5A respectively as 
shown in Figure 8, were selected as a suitable balance between a dry, cooling dominated climate and a moist, 
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heating dominated climate.  However, a sensitivity analysis of additional climates was conducted to investigate 
the significance of the selected climate location. 
Figure 8: ASHRAE 90.1 Climate Zone Map with DOE Representative Cities 
3.4 Results Metrics 
While the energy model results are most commonly discussed in terms of site energy consumption, which is 
the energy used at the building, results can also be viewed as utility costs, source energy usage, which is the 
energy required to produce the energy that is used by the building, water consumption, carbon emissions, or 
other gas emissions.  Because the building is served by both grid electricity and natural gas, which have 
different site to source conversions and emissions factors, the results metrics selected can alter the 
significance of the results.   Table 6 shows the percent change for models with daylight controls and differing 
massing compared to a baseline model.  As the table shows, when results are viewed in terms of site energy 
Massing 1 is the best performing and Massing 4 the worst, but if carbon equivalents are the decision metrics 
used, then Massing 1 is the worst performing and Massing 4 the best performing. 
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Because of the importance of global warming and an increasing emphasis on carbon emission, LCA results 
for this research project were calculated as carbon equivalents and most results are viewed in this format.  
However, results are also occasionally viewed as site energy usage. 
Table 6: Energy Model Results by Different Metrics 
 
Site Energy Source Energy 
CO2 
Emissions 
Carbon 
Equivalents  Utility Cost  
Massing 1 -11% -12% -13% -13% -12% 
Massing 2 -1% -13% -17% -18% -12% 
Massing 3 -7% -15% -17% -17% -14% 
Massing 4 +1% -14% -19% -20% -13% 
Massing 5 0% -13% -16% -16% -12% 
 
3.4.1 Emissions Factors 
Site to source energy conversion factors, as well as the emissions individual various gas pollutants, are 
specified and calculated by EnergyPlus. Carbon equivalents are a measurement of the Global Warming 
Potential of a particular greenhouse gas, and are equated to the impact of a functionally equivalent 
concentration of carbon.  Carbon equivalents and carbon dioxide equivalents are related by the molecular 
weight of carbon in carbon dioxide. Carbon-equivalents are calculated from carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide, 
and methane based on the conversion factors in Table 7 established by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 2009).   
Table 7: EnergyPlus Carbon-equivalent Conversion Factors 
Gas Carbon Equivalent 
Nitrogen Oxide, NOx 80.7272 
Methane, CH4 6.2727 
Carbon Dioxide, CO2 0.2727 
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The Reference Buildings derive their emissions factors from a report by Deru and Torcellini, which provides 
these components by state for grid electricity (Deru and Torcellini 2007).   Natural gas emission factors are 
provided as a national value, due to little regional variability.  Table 8 summarizes the emissions factors for 
natural gas and grid electricity in the locations looked at during this research. 
Table 8: Fuel Emission Factors 
 Phoenix 
Electricity 
San Francisco 
Electricity 
Baltimore 
Electricity 
Chicago 
Electricity Natural Gas 
Region Arizona California Virginia Indiana National 
Source Energy 3.163 3.095 3.576 3.546 1092 
CO2 (g/MJ) 197.2 86.67 168.1 341.7 52.1 
CO (g/MJ) 0.0775 0.0675 0.1228 0.1186 0.0399 
CH4 (g/MJ) 0.5056 0.4528 0.3167 0.7472 0.00106 
NOx (g/MJ) 0.3333 0.07417 0.3361 0.6222 0.0473 
Carbon-e (kg/GJ) 83.854 32.463 74.960 148.097 18.033 
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4 Structural System 
The first investigation undertaken was to look at the effect of the building’s structural system on annual 
operational energy.  Because steel and concrete structures have markedly different quantities of material 
required to support equal building structural loads, and because of the differing heat storage capacities of the 
materials, concrete structures are more thermally massive than steel structures. 
4.1 Building Descriptions 
The structural systems of each of the buildings was rigorously designed based on structural loads and required 
spans.  Preliminary structures were designed with recommended sizes from The Architect’s Studio Companion 
(Allen and Iano 1995), reviewed by practicing structural engineers and revised to reflect current practice and 
structural requirements.  To isolate the effect of the heat storage capacity of the structure, the building 
envelope was kept identical for both buildings, and met the insulation requirements of Table 2.  The steel 
structure was assumed to have carpeting and acoustical ceiling tiles, typical in an office building.  The 
concrete building was examined with the carpeting and ceiling tile and as an exposed structure with no 
finishes. 
 
Figure 9: Model of Concrete Building's Structure 
4.1.1 Structural Design 
An 8.3 meter structural bay was used for the design of both buildings.  Although the designs are primarily 
steel or concrete, neither building could be reasonably designed with solely one material or the other.  There 
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is concrete in the steel building in the composite metal decking, below-grade walls and basement slab, and 
likewise there is steel embedded in the concrete structure as rebar.   The structural design used is summarized 
in Table 9, and the steel members are listed in the American nomenclature. 
Table 9: Steel and Concrete Structural Members Size 
 Steel Structure Concrete Structure 
 Size (U.S.) Cross Section (cm2) Size (cm) Cross Section (cm2) 
Columns, Basement & Fl. 1 W14 x 211 400 40.6 x 40.6 1,652 
Columns, Fl. 2 W14 x 211 400 30.5 x 30.5 929 
Columns, Fl. 3-5 W14 x 145 275 30.5 x 30.5 929 
Columns, Fl. 6-8 W14 x 109 206 30.5 x 30.5 929 
Columns, Fl. 9-12 W14 x 74 141 30.5 x 30.5 929 
Girders, Basement & Fl. 1 W27 x 258 490 55.9 x 25.4 1,419 
Girders, Fl. 2-12 W27 x 217 413 55.9 x 25.4 1,419 
Beams, All Floors W24 x 131 248 55.9 x 25.4 1,419 
Bar Joists, All Floors 24K10 NA NA NA 
Slab, All Floors 5.1cm 
decking w/ 
12.7cm slab 
Average depth 
 10.2 cm 
30.5 thick,  
2-way slab 
Depth 
30.5 cm 
Roof 5.1cm 
decking 
NA 25.4 thick 
2-way slab 
Depth 
25.4 cm 
 
As can be seen in Table 9, the concrete structure requires significantly more material to meet the required 
loads, and although steel is a denser material, the larger quantity of materials for the concrete structure results 
in a heavier, more massive building as can be seen in Figure 10.   
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Figure 10: Material Mass per Square Meter of Structures 
4.1.2 Modeling Assumptions 
In addition to the steel structure building, the concrete building is modeled with and without the finishes to 
investigate the dampening effect of the finishes.  Though, office buildings do exist with exposed concrete as a 
floor and ceiling finish, they are also covered in some cases due to acoustic and aesthetic reasons. 
There are three areas where the energy models differ because of the structure, the roof assembly, the internal 
floor assembly and the internal mass of the building.  The first difference is the roof system which was varied 
between steel decking with a drop ceiling, concrete decking with a drop ceiling, and an exposed concrete deck 
with no ceiling, but the insulation and roofing material were assumed to be the same for all cases.  Similarly, 
the internal floors are the second difference, and they are altered from a composite metal deck and steel slab 
system with carpeting and a drop ceiling, to a concrete deck with carpeting and a drop ceiling, to an exposed 
concrete deck with no floor or ceiling finish.  The third difference between the models is in the internal mass. 
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 Figure 11: Steel and Concrete Structure Roof and Floor Sections 
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The columns and beams of the structure add to the thermal mass of the building, but are not included in the 
model as part of the zone surfaces, as with the case with the floor and ceiling.  Due to small cross-sectional 
area of the steel columns, the low heat capacity of steel, and the requirement for the steel to be covered by 
fire proofing and typically then with finishes, all of which will further dampen the heat storage capacity, it was 
assumed that columns of the steel structure would have a negligible effect on the thermal mass of the zone.  
However, the concrete beams and columns are a significant portion of the concrete structure’s thermal mass 
and are typically left exposed to the space.  Therefore, the concrete internal mass was included in the model.  
EnergyPlus models internal mass as a construction assembly, such as a wall, with a specified exposed surface 
area and volume.  To model the internal mass, the total volume and surface area of the columns, beams, 
cores, and shear walls was determined.  This was then attributed to each zone proportionally based on the 
zone floor area.  The internal mass used in the model is summarized in Table 11. 
Table 10: Concrete Structure Internal Mass 
 Volume (m3) Surface Area (m2) 
Total Basement & Floor 1 286.62 1,973.25 
Basement & Floor 1, Core Zone 187.60 1,282.61 
Basement & Floor 1, Long Perimeter Zones 30.88 211.12 
Basement & Floor 1, Short Perimeter Zones 19.62 134.15 
Total Floors 2-12 271.67 1,884.31 
Floors 2-12, Core Zones 176.59 1,224.78 
Floors 2-12, Long Perimeter Zones 29.07 201.62 
Floors 2-12, Short Perimeter Zones 18.48 128.15 
4.2 Results 
Because the thermal inertia of a building’s structure affects the heat flow, and therefore temperature, of a 
space, the impact on energy usage will be seen in the HVAC system energy.  However, lighting and plug load 
equipment energy charactericially constitute aproximately half of an office building’s energy usage.  Because 
these loads remain unaffected by the thermal mass of a space, the influence the mass has on the energy usage 
is diminished by about half when the whole building results are examined.  Additionally, as was shown in 
Table 8, the grid electricity is approximately eight times more carbon intensive per unit of energy in Chicago 
and four times more intensive in Phoenix than natural gas.  Because the heating system is served by natural 
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gas, this further diminishes the significance of changes in the HVAC energy usage as can be seen in Figure 12.  
The carbon equivalent results were generated from EnergyPlus using the emission factors in Table 8. 
 
Figure 12: Charts of Energy Use Intensity and Carbon Emission Intensity for Structural Study 
 
The results of the structural study, summarized in Tables 11 and 12, show that the thermal mass of the 
concrete structure decreases building energy usage.  In both climates, an approximately 10% of HVAC energy 
savings can be seen when the exposed concrete building is compared with the steel building.  However when 
the whole building energy results are viewed, the savings is diminished to 5% in Chicago and 3% in Phoenix.  
Because much of the energy reduction is seen in the heating load, the savings are further reduced to 2% in 
both climates when looked at as carbon equivalent emissions.   The finishes in the concrete building are 
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shown to have a dampening effect on the thermal storage capacity of the structure, but the results do show a 
small savings. 
Table 11: Chicago Structural Study Annual Site Energy and Carbon Emission Results 
 Steel Concrete with Finishes Concrete Exposed 
 Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Heating 32.96 2.14 31.61 2.05 28.95 1.88 
Cooling 10.86 5.79 10.67 5.69 10.07 5.37 
Pumps/Fans 6.73 3.59 6.48 3.45 6.01 3.21 
Lighting 30.64 16.33 30.64 16.33 30.64 16.33 
Equipment 34.57 18.43 34.57 18.43 34.57 18.43 
Hot Water 1.60 0.10 1.60 0.10 1.60 0.10 
       
% Difference HVAC - - - 4% -3% -11% -9% 
% Difference Total - - -2% -1% -5% -2% 
 
Table 12: Phoenix Structural Study Energy Model Results 
 Steel Concrete with Finishes Concrete Exposed 
 Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Heating 6.20 0.40 5.38 0.35 4.44 0.29 
Cooling 19.90 6.01 19.46 5.87 18.99 5.73 
Pumps/Fans 9.33 2.82 9.06 2.74 8.83 2.67 
Lighting 30.64 9.25 30.64 9.25 30.64 9.25 
Equipment 34.57 10.44 34.57 10.44 34.57 10.44 
Hot Water 1.04 0.07 1.04 0.07 1.04 0.07 
       
% Difference HVAC - - - 4% -3% -9% -6% 
% Difference Total - - -2% -1% -3% -2% 
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4.2.1 Life Cycle Analysis Impact 
Because the operating emissions dominate the 
life cycle carbon emissions of the, even a small 
savings of 2% in operational carbon can add up 
when viewed over the 60 year life of the 
building. For a building of this size, life-cycle 
savings can equate to 1,600,000 kg of carbon 
equivalents saved in Phoenix and close to 
3,200,000 kg in Chicago.  To put that in 
context, a typical car in the United States emits 
1,300 kg of carbon annually (U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency 2005).  A 
2% savings in operational energy in Phoenix is 
equivalent to taking over 20 cars off the road 
for 60 years. 
4.3 Sensitivity Study 
Because many assumptions are made when establishing an energy model, it is important to test the impact 
those assumptions may have on the results of the model.  A number of parameters were investigated for their 
impact on the difference in energy usage between the steel and the exposed concrete model. 
4.3.1 Climates 
Because a thermally massive building dampens daily temperature fluctuations, shifting the load between times 
when the surrounding temperature is higher to times when the surrounding temperature is lower, it is most 
effective in moderate climates where the diurnal temperature fluctuates above and below the balance point 
temperature of the building.  However, the HVAC energy in moderate climates constitutes a smaller portion 
of the overall energy usage due to reduced heating and cooling loads.  Because the impact of a thermally 
massive building differ in other climates, a sensitivity analysis was done with two additional climates to see the 
impact that climate may have. 
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The reference models of San Francisco and Baltimore, which are climate zone 3C and 4B respectively, were 
selected as additional climates to investigate.  The models were revised in the same manner as the Phoenix 
and Chicago models.  The results of the study show that while greater savings in HVAC energy was seen, 
HVAC energy was a smaller percentage of total, and the whole building energy savings were on the same 
order of magnitude as the Chicago energy reduction.  However, the difference between the steel and exposed 
concrete building appears to be somewhat sensitive to the fuel mix used for the location.  As can be seen in 
Figure 15, the lower the carbon emissions factor for the grid electricity, the greater the disparity between the 
two buildings.  However, as the selection of the location does not vary the results significantly, the author felt 
that the continuation of the research with locations of Chicago and Phoenix for the Life Cycle Assessment 
would be sufficiently representative for the purpose of this study. 
Figure 14: Energy Use Intensity for Climate Sensitivity Analysis 
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Figure 15: Carbon Emission Intensity for Climate Sensitivity Analysis 
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Table 13: Energy Model Results from Infiltration Sensitivity Analysis 
 Energy (kWh/m2) Carbon Equivalents (kg/m2) 
 Steel Concrete Difference Steel Concrete Difference 
Chicago, 0.11 ACH 117.34 111.84 -5% 46.38 45.32 -2% 
Chicago, 0.25 ACH 138.68 131.55 -5% 48.25 46.98 -3% 
       
Phoenix, 0.11 ACH 101.67 98.51 -3% 28.98 28.44 -2% 
Phoenix, 0.25 ACH 106.93 103.90 -3% 29.75 29.25 -2% 
 
As the results in Table 13 show, the higher infiltration value increased the energy consumption in Chicago by 
approximately 18% and in Phoenix by 5%.   However, the increase in the carbon equivalents was much less 
significant.  Additionally, the escalation in energy usage and carbon emissions was proportional for both the 
steel and concrete buildings, resulting in an insignificant change in the difference between the two models.  
Although attention should be paid to accurately represent the energy profile of the building, the impact of the 
infiltration value appears to be independent of the mass of the structure. 
4.3.3 Marceau and VanGeem Study 
Marceau and VanGeem discussed in Section 2.2 stated a 6-9% savings in building energy usage could be seen 
between a building with a steel or a concrete structure (Marceau and VanGeem 2007).  These results are 
slightly higher than the results found in this study, although many parameters of the model differ.  Because 
the report published many of the modeling assumptions used, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to assess 
the impact those assumptions had on the savings seen from the thermal mass.  The goal was not to recreate 
the study, but to better understand the impact of the different assumptions used.  Table 14 summarizes the 
difference between the model used in the Marceau and VanGeem study, the DOE reference building model 
and this research. 
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Table 14: Comparison of Marceau 2007 and Research Model Assumptions 
 Marceau & VanGeem, 
2007 
DOE Benchmark 
Building, 2009 
MIT, 2011 
Simulation Program VisualDOE/DOE-2 EnergyPlus DesignBuilder/ 
EnergyPlus 
Total Floor Area [m2] 1,204 46,320 46,320 
Number of Floors 5 12 12 
Aspect Ratio 1:1 1:1.5 1:1.5 
Zones 4 perimeter & core 4 perimeter & core 4 perimeter & core 
Perimeter Zone Depth [m] 10.7 5.8 5.8 
% Core Zone 10.5% 65.0% 65.0% 
Glazing [%] 40% 40% 40% 
Wall U-Value [W/Km2] 0.48 0.70 0.36 
Glazing U-Value [W/Km2] 2.95 3.24 2.43 
Glazing SHGC 0.30 0.39 0.40 
Roof U-Value [W/Km2] 0.35 0.35 0.26 (C)/0.24(S) 
Slab U-Value [W/Km2] 0.17* 1.85 0.31 
Infiltration [ACH] 0.40 0.11 0.11 
Infiltration Schedule [hr] 23-6 (WD) & 19-6 (WE) always on always on 
Interior  Concrete Floors [m] 0.19-0.30 concrete NA 0.25 concrete 
Interior Steel Floors [m] 0.10 concrete NA 0.13 concrete 
Internal Partitions Concrete reinforced concrete NA steel stud w/ gyp 
Internal Partitions Steel steel stud w/ gyp steel stud w/gyp steel stud w/gyp 
Internal Mass Structure NA NA columns, beams, & 
shear 
Location of Mass evenly & at perimeter NA evenly distributed 
Cooling Setpoint [°C] 23.9 24 24 
Cooling Setback Temp. [°C] 37.2 30 30 
Heating Setpoint [°C] 21.1 21 21 
Heating Setback Temp. [°C] 12.8 15.6 15.6 
Weekday Schedule [hr] 7-24 6-19 (H)/7-22 (C) 6-19 (H)/7-22 (C) 
Weekend Schedule [hr] 7-19 7-17(H)/7-18(C) 7-17(H)/7-18(C) 
Economizer Upper Temp. [°C] 21.1 23.9 23.9 
Economizer Lower Temp. [°C] 4.4 11 11 
Outside Air [l/s] 9.4 /person 10/person 2.4/person +0.3/m2 
Fan Schedule [hr] 8-24 (WD)/7-18 (WE) 8-21 (WD)/8-18 (WE) 8-21 (WD)/8-18 (WE) 
Lighting Power Density [W/m2]  10.8 10.8 10.8 
Equipment [W/m2] 8.1 8.1 8.1 
Occupancy [m2/person] 25.5 18.6 18.6 
* Includes soil as “fictitious soil insulation layer” 
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Based on the differing model parameters, a series of model runs was established, progressing from the 
current model towards the one used by Marceau and VanGeem.  The thirteen model runs, described in Table 
16, look at the effect both individually as well as cumulatively of model assumptions.  The results, shown in 
Table 15, were considered for their impact on impacted the difference in carbon equivalent emissions 
between the steel and exposed concrete models.  The smaller building geometry and chosen schedules 
impacted the difference between the two structural models most significantly.  However, when all the 
assumptions were combined, the resulting differences were only marginally larger than the research model.  
This sensitivity analysis helped to better inform what model assumptions impacted the influence of the 
thermal mass in a building. 
Table 15: Model Parameters Sensitivity Analysis 
Run Carbon Equivalent Savings  
1 MIT Building  
2 PCA Geometry  
3 PCA Geometry & Zoning  
3a         + Infiltration  
3b         + Envelope R-values  
3c         + Internal Floor Thicknesses  
3d         + Set Back Temperatures  
3e         + Occupant Density  
3f         + Outside Air Intake  
3g         + Economizer Temperatures  
3h         + Schedules  
4 PCA Geometry, Zoning & Materials  
5 PCA Geometry, Zoning, Materials, Loads & Set Points  
6 PCA Building with All Changes  
 
  
-15%-10%-5%0%
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Table 16: Model Run Descriptions Based on Marceau and VanGeem 2007 
Run Run Name Description 
1 MIT Building - DOE Benchmark Large Commercial Office Building Baseline 
- Updated for ASHRAE 90.1-2007 
- Typical Steel Frame & Exposed Concrete Frame 
2 PCA Geometry - MIT Building 
- Dimensions changed from 76.2m by 67.0m rectangle to 32m 
square 
- Perimeter zone kept to 5.8m deep 
3 PCA Geometry & Zoning - Model #2 revised to change perimeter zone to 10.7m (10.5% 
core zone) 
3a       + Infiltration - Model #3 with infiltration rate changed from 0.11 ACH to 
0.40 ACH 
3b       + Envelope R-values - Model #3 with wall R-value changed from 2.78 to 2.08 
- Roof R-value changed from 4.0 to 2.86 
- Glazing U-value changed from 2.43 to 2.95 and Solar Heat 
Gain Coefficient from 0.4 to 0.3 
3c       + Internal Floor Thickness - Model #3 with depth of concrete in floor slab in concrete 
structure building changed from 0.25m to 0.3m  
- Concrete in floor slab in steel structure building changed from 
0.13m to 0.10m 
3d       + Setback Temperatures - Model #3 with night setback temperatures revised from 
30.0°C to 37.2°C in cooling season and from 15.6°C to 12.8°C 
in heating season 
3e       + Occupancy Density - Model #3 with occupant density changed from 
18.6m2/person to 25.5m2/person 
3f       + Outside Air Intake - Model #3 with minimum outside air supplied changed from 
2.4 l/s per person and 0.3 l/s per m2 floor area to 9.4 l/s per 
person 
3g       + Economizer Temperatures - Model #3 with economizer upper temperature limit changed 
from 23.9°C to 21.1°C and lower temperature limit changed 
from 11.0°C to 4.4°C 
3h       + Schedules - Model #3 with Occupancy Schedule, Lighting Schedule, 
Equipment Schedule, Domestic Hot Water Schedule, Outside 
Air Schedule, Heating Set Point Schedule, and Cooling Set 
Point Schedule revised to match schedules in PCA study 
4 PCA Geometry, Zoning & 
Materials 
- All changes made in runs 2, 3, 3a, 3b, and 3c 
5 PCA Geometry, Zoning, Materials, 
Loads & Set Point 
- All changes made in runs 2, 3, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d,3e,3f, and 3g 
6 PCA Building with All Changes - All changes made in runs 2 – 3h 
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5 Higher Performing Buildings 
The benchmark model is representative of a typical new construction building that just meets the energy 
code.  However, there is an increasing shift in the new construction market towards greener, high 
performance buildings.   Green buildings currently represent 15% of the commercial building market, but due 
to the rapid growth that has been seen in the last few years, the green building market share is anticipated to 
grow to 50% of non-residential new construction in the next four years (Krieger 2010).   According to a study 
conducted in 2008 by the New Buildings Institute, these buildings typically consume 28% less energy than 
code baselines. 
A review of the Department of Energy’s High Performance Buildings Database shows that every office 
building over 9,000 m2 lists daylight controls as one of its approaches for energy reduction.  Additionally, 
features such as external sun shading and thinner floor plates are all common strategies.  However, in the 
current building design the core zone represents 64% of the building area which underrates the influence of 
the external environment and minimizes the ability of the building to harness daylighting.  Because the 
materials and assemblies of a building primarily impact the HVAC energy usage, the savings seen are 
diminished because HVAC energy represent approximately half of the buildings overall energy usage.  As 
building move towards higher performance and decreasing lighting loads, the HVAC system becomes a 
greater portion of the building energy usage. 
For these reasons, the benchmark model was improved to represent a higher performing building.  The 
concrete building oriented with the long axis east to west was the best performing in the initial study this 
model was used as a departure point for the high performance building model. 
5.1 Daylight Study 
Lighting is the second biggest energy using system in the modeled building and represents 31-36% of the 
carbon emissions depending on the climate.  Lighting load can be reduced in two ways, by reducing the 
installed lighting power, such as with higher performing fixtures, or with control strategies which will modify 
when the lights will be on.  A daylight dimming system consists of a sensor that reads the lighting levels at a 
given location and controller that responds to the readings by adjusting the electric lighting to meet a 
specified lighting illumination target.  Therefore, areas receiving ample sunlight will automatically adjust to 
reduce or eliminate the electric lighting energy when there is sufficient natural light. 
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5.1.1 Methodology 
To determine the amount to reduce the lighting when a daylight diming system is used, EnergyPlus calculates 
two daylight factors for a specified sensor location.  One daylight factor is calculated for diffused daylight 
based on the sky vault, and the second is for the direct sunlight.  The program integrates with a weighting 
factor between these two daylight factors multiplied by their corresponding external illumination.  The 
external illumination is calculated based on the radiation, solar zenith angle and atmospheric water content all 
taken from the weather file.  Ramos and Ghisi found that the EnergyPlus calculation methodology 
encounters difficulties in solving the internal reflectance (Ramos and Ghisi 2010).  One sizeable reason for 
this is that EnergyPlus uses a constant daylight factor for deep rooms from the middle to the back of the 
room.  Loutzenhiser et al. attempted to validate the daylight algorithms in energy modeling software, but 
found that though they performed “quite well” they did not reach their target of being within 95% accurate 
of the measured conditions they were compared to (Loutzenhiser, Maxwell and Manz 2007).  The study 
found that the EnergyPlus calculations provided good estimations of the building HVAC loads resulting from 
the solar conditions, but the lighting power was within 16.9% of the measured values.   
 Reinhart and Wienold illustrated an alternate method for calculating daylight illumination in energy modeling 
software (Reinhart and Wienold 2011).  The proposed method utilizes Daysim, an annual simulation program 
based on Radiance.  Daysim uses the same sky model calculation as EnergyPlus to determine the external 
illumination.  However, the program simulates the internal illumination based on daylight coefficients 
calculated through the ray tracing method, and a tridimensional model based on the optical properties of the 
surfaces and information from the weather file (Ramos and Ghisi 2010).  A validation study was conducted in 
2009 which showed Daysim to calculate the external illumination nearly identically to the outside readings and 
in very close agreement to indoor measurements over the whole illumination range (Reinhart and Brenton 
2009).  Daysim outputs annual hourly illumination for a sensor location and this can be used to determine 
what the anticipated power reduction would be.   
5.1.2 Daylight Controls Comparison 
Because of the concerns of the accuracy of the EnergyPlus illumination algorithm and differing daylight 
control options available, a parametric study was done to see the effect from the control system as well as the 
discrepancy between the EnergyPlus and Dayism results.  All the models were set for the target illumination 
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of 538 lux, which is the recommended value for an office space by the Illuminating Engineering Society of 
North America.  EnergyPlus allows up to two sensors per zone to be specified, and runs were done with one 
sensor in the center of the zone, and two sensors at one-third and two-thirds the depth of the zone.  Because 
the perimeter zones are not square, the sensor closest to the window controls 52% of the lighting in the north 
and south zones, and 53% in the east and west zones with the second sensor controlling the remaining 
portion.  Daysim has no limit on the number of sensors, but simulations were done with sensors in the same 
location as the ones in EnergyPlus.   
 
Figure 16: Diagram of 3-Step Daylight Control and Continuous Dimming Control 
Image  f rom Des ignBui lde r  So f tware  Ltd. ,  2010 
 
In addition to the number of sensors, the control method was another parameter that was varried. 
EnergyPlus was run with 3-Steps, 6-Steps and continuous dimming as diagramed in Figure 16.  The 3-step 
control decreases lighting by one third when then illumination sensor is between 179 to 359 lux, by two thirds 
when the illumination was betwtween 359 and 528 lux, and eliminated when above 538.  Likewise, the 6-step 
control has six step of proportional lighting power reduction for the illumination levels of 90- 179 lux, 179-
269 lux, 269-359 lux, 359-448 lux, 448-538 lux.  For continuous diming control the lighting is reduced linearly 
to the fraction of illumination at the sensor divided by the target illumination.  Below the minimum fractional 
output which was specified as of 10%, the lighting is turned off.   
For the Daysim models the illumination levels were output from the simulation at the sensor locations.  The 
proportion of energy reduction based on the continuous diming system was calculated and then multiplied by 
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the current lighting schedule.  This provided a revised hourly schedule for the whole year of the fraction of 
energy that would be utilized by the lighting system, which was then imported into the energy model. 
5.1.3 Daylight Controls Results 
All of the control methodologies show a significant reduction in the lighting load in the perimeter zones as 
can be seen in Figure 17.  There was found to be a modest variation between the different control systems 
investigated.  The continuous diming performed about 6% better than the stepped dimming.  The models 
with two sensors used slightly more energy than the one sensor systems.  Additionally, the Daysim models 
showed about 5% lower energy usage than the EnergyPlus calculated daylight illumination method.  
Although, this small difference may not be significant enough in all modeling situations to warrant the 
additional workflow required to calculate the daylight in an external program, for this project the decision was 
made to move forward with the Daysim calculated continuous dimming system with one sensor. 
Figure 17: Lighting Energy in Perimeter Zones with Daylight Controls 
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5.2 Shading Studies 
Another feature added to the building was external shading to decrease the solar load during the cooling 
season.  A parametric study of different depths of shading devices and orientations was done.  The shading, 
listed as a ratio between the vertical spacing and projection from the building, looked at horizontal louvers for 
the ratios of 1:1, 1.5:1, 2:1 and vertical fins as 1:1, 1.5:1, and 2:1.  Additionally, a deeper projection of 
horizontal louvers of 1:1.5 was included for Phoenix. 
5.2.1 Shading Parametric Comparison Results 
Figure 18: Parametric Shading Studies Carbon Equivalent Emissions Results 
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comparable carbon.  Though the HVAC and lighting energy differed between the models, their cumulative 
changes balanced out.  Because of this, the savings in site energy were examined for discrepancies between 
the energy usages.  The site energy usage showed the 1:1 louvers to increase the energy usage by 0.1%, the 
1:1.5 louvers decreased by -1.2%, and the 1:2 louvers by -1.6%.  Therefore, the decision was made to utilize 
the 1:2 louvers for the Chicago model moving forward.   
5.3 Massing Study 
Over half of the office buildings in the DOE High Performance Buildings Database list massing as one of the 
key sustainable strategies for the building (U.S. Department of Energy 2004).  Because an advantageous 
massing and orientation can be an effective strategy to reduce the building’s energy usage, a few different 
massings were developed to minimize the core area and maximize the south and north façade areas, which is 
typically the more energy efficient orientation due to little sun on the north and less sun in the summer but 
more in the winter on the south. 
5.3.1 Massing Options Description 
All massing options maintain approximately the same gross floor area, and a perimeter zone depth of six 
meters.  All of the models included the daylight controls and shading from the previous studies.  The 
infiltration values were adjusted based on the exterior wall area of the zone, and the internal mass was 
proportioned based on new zone areas.  The increased envelope area resulted in slightly higher air infiltration 
values.  Table 17 and Figure 19 provide details on the four massings investigated, as well as the benchmark 
massing previously used in the model for comparison. 
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Figure 19: Floor Plan and Diagram of Massing Options 
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Table 17: Massing Descriptions 
 Floor Area 
(m2) 
Number of 
Floors 
Percent 
Core 
Percent 
North/South 
Percent 
East/West 
Infiltration  
(ACH) 
Benchmark 3,856 12 64% 11% 7% 0.11 
Doughnut 3,858 12 33% 23% 10% 0.15 
Long Bar 3,858 12 46% 24% 3% 0.14 
Tower 1,929 24 29% 31% 4% 0.16 
Courtyard 3,850 12 46% 16% 11% 0.14 
 
5.3.2 Massing Study Results 
Figure 20: Massing Study Carbon Equivalent Emission Results 
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The “Tower” massing which had the smallest core and largest north and south zones had the lowest carbon 
emissions of the group simulated, as can be seen in Figure 20.  For that reason, this massing was selected as 
the massing for to use for future simulations. 
5.4 Improved Codes 
During the course of this research the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 
Engineers released the newest version of their 90.1 standard, Energy Standard for Buildings except Low-Rise 
Residential.  According to ASHRAE, the more aggressive 2010 standard saves an average of 32.5% of site 
energy without plug loads and 25.5% of the site energy including plug loads when compared to the 90.1-2004 
version. (American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers 2011)  The 2007 
version that the research model was based on is approximately 4% more stringent than the 2004 version, 
therefore the new ASHRAE 90.1-2010 standard should be approximately 22% more stringent that the 
current model.  The increase in rigor of the energy code is part of a partnership between ASHRAE and the 
Department of Energy to mandate all new commercial buildings to be net-zero by 2030.   
Though not yet widely adopted due to its recent release, the 90.1-2010 standard will soon be adopted as 
governments revise their energy codes and is already proposed in the draft LEED 2012, the next version of 
that green building rating system (U.S. Green Building Council 2010).  Therefore, the 90.1-2010 standard 
represents a reasonable approximation of improvement in energy usage typical of current high performance 
buildings and is representative of where the market is heading. 
5.4.1 ASHRAE 90.1-2007 and ASHRAE 90.1-2010 Comparison 
Though many changes are proposed in ASHRAE 90.1-2010, only those required by Appendix G are included 
in the revised model.  Appendix G, The Performance Rating Method, outlines how buildings should be 
modeled to meet the energy requirements of the standard.  Table 18 below summarizes the revisions relevant 
to this project, and the resultant model modification that were made. 
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Table 18: ASHRAE 90.1-2007 and 90.1-2010 Comparison 
 90.1-2007 90.1-2010 Model Revision 
Air Infiltration No air barrier requirement Continuous air barrier 
Assembly air leakage not to 
exceed 0.0002 m3/s per m2 
exterior area at 75 Pa 
Glazing not to exceed 
0.0010 m3/s per m2 at 75 
Pa 
Infiltration revised to 
meet air barrier 
requirements (Table 19) 
Lighting Power 
Density (LPD) 
10.8 W/m2 9.7 W/m2 Revise zone lighting 
energy 
Lighting Controls Not required At least 1 step between 
30% and 70% 
In model with daylight 
controls 
 Occupancy sensors – 
conference room & break 
rooms 
Occupancy sensors – 
conference room, break 
rooms, restrooms, storage 
rooms, copy rooms, and 
office greater than 23m2 
Appendix G allows for a 
10% reduction in LPD 
to account for savings 
from occupancy sensors.  
Since not all spaces are 
required to have sensors 
a 5% savings was 
assumed.  LPD of 9.2 
W/m2  
 Occupancy sensors not 
required in stair wells 
Occupancy sensor for 
stairwells to reduce to 50% 
LPD when unoccupied  
 Daylight controls not 
required 
Daylight controls required 
for areas greater than 23m2.  
Minimum steps – between 
50% & 70%, and less than 
35% 
Daylight controls 
currently included in the 
model 
Chiller COP 5.5 COP 
6.15 IPLV 
<0.620 kW/ton 
<0.54 IPLV 
Revise chiller COP to 
5.673 
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Table 19: ASHRAE 90.1-2007 and 90.1-2010 Comparison (continued) 
 90.1-2007 90.1-2010 Model Revision 
Heating COP 0.8 0.82 Revise heating efficiency 
to 82% 
Zone 5a Damper 
Leakage 
0.05 m3/s per m2 at 250  
Pa 
0.02 m3/s per m2 at 250  
Pa 
Not modeled 
Ventilation Control High occupancy (>100 
people/93 m2) require 
means to reduce outdoor 
air intake 
High occupancy (>40 
people/93 m2 = 
conference room) requires 
demand control ventilation 
Small percentage of 
spaces, not included 
 No VAV controls required VAV controlled by 2-speed 
motors or variable-speed 
drives when cooling 
demand less than 50% ½ 
full fan power or required 
outside air 
Model currently has 
variable speed drives 
Heating & Hot 
Water Pipe 
Insulation 
2.5 cm to 3.8 cm required 
depending on pipe size 
3.8 cm to 5.1 cm required 
depending on pipe size 
Not currently modeled 
Exhaust Air Energy 
Recovery 
Not required Required Add to model 
 
The new energy standard increases equipment efficiencies slightly, but the areas of lighting, air infiltration and 
the heat recovery appear to be the biggest targets for meeting the reduction of energy for this model.  The air 
barrier requirements is one of the more significant ones as it represents an approximately 75% decrease in the 
air infiltration.  The maximum allowable leakage was converted from 75 Pa to the typical building pressure of 
4 Pa, and was weighted 60% for the opaque wall areas, and 40% for the glazed wall area.  This gave a leakage 
flow rate of 8.3x10-5 m3/s per m2 of exterior wall area and 3.23x10-5 m3/s per m2 of roof area.  The current 
infiltration in the “Tower” massing, which is the revised massing for the high performance building model, 
and revised infiltration is summarized in Table 19. 
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Table 20: Air Infiltration Based on ASHRAE 90.1-2010 Air Barrier Requirements 
 Current (ACH) 90.1-2010 Requirements (ACH) 
Basement & Core Floors 1-11 0 0 
North & South, Floors 1-11 0.191 0.052 
East & West, Floors 1-11 0.262 0.074 
Core Floor 12 0.275 0.003 
North & South, Floor 12 0.740 0.055 
East & West, Floor 12 0.811 0.077 
   
Building Average 0.161 0.038 
5.4.2 ASHRAE 90.1-2010 Baseline Model Results 
 
Figure 21: Carbon Equivalent Emissions for ASHRAE 90.1-2010 Revised Models 
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Because some of the energy efficiency strategies required by ASHRAE 90.1-2010, such as daylight controls, 
had already been implemented in the previous study, an 8% savings in energy was seen over the model with 
the daylight controls, shading and revised massing.  However when compared to the benchmark model 
originally developed, this model including all changes to increase building performance show a significant 
reduction in carbon equivalent emissions can be seen in Figure 21 and Table 20. 
Table 21: ASHRAE 90.1-2010 Revisions Energy Model Results 
 Chicago, 
Benchmark 
Chicago, 
90.1-2010 
Phoenix, 
Benchmark 
Phoenix, 
90.1-2010 
 Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Energy 
kWh/m2 
Carbon 
kg/m2 
Heating 32.96 2.14 33.53 2.18 6.20 0.40 5.61 0.36 
Cooling 10.86 5.79 6.98 3.72 19.90 6.01 13.97 4.22 
Pumps/Fans 6.73 3.59 4.39 2.34 9.33 2.82 7.39 2.23 
Lighting 30.64 16.33 12.01 6.40 30.64 9.25 11.95 3.61 
Equipment 34.57 18.43 34.57 18.43 34.57 10.44 34.57 10.44 
Hot Water 1.60 0.10 1.60 0.10 1.04 0.07 1.04 0.07 
         
% Difference - - -20% -28% - - -26% -27% 
 
 
 
The revisions made to the model through these 
energy efficiency strategies provided a 27-28% 
reduction in carbon equivalent emissions, and 
have created a high performance building model 
that was used as the baseline for the building 
envelopes study in Chapter 6, and shown in Figure 
22.  
Figure 22: Image of the High Performance Building 
Model 
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6 Building Envelopes 
The building envelope is the interface between the inside and outside environments, and must balance 
performance and form to address the multitude of requirements the façade must serve, ranging from 
technical performance of individual materials to the resulting nature of their assemblies.  Because they are the 
interface to the exterior, façades play a key role in optimizing energy usage and mediating the outside 
environment for thermal comfort.  Excluding the orientation and percentage of glazing, building envelope 
influences in the energy model are in three main areas: heat storage capacity of the assembly, the thermal 
resistance of the assembly, and the air infiltration through it illustrated in Figure 23.  As discussed in Section 
4.3.2, there is little data that show clear trends of air infiltration in commercial buildings, and therefore this 
will remain constant as it currently meets the air barrier requirements of ASHRAE 90.1-2010. 
Figure 23: Diagram of Materials Influence on Energy Usage 
 
As with the building structure, the mass of the envelope can store heat, shifting loads and moderating peaks 
in temperature.  With the increasing improvement of insulation requirements in energy codes, thermal bridges 
represent a larger portion of the heat loss through the envelope.  Figure 24 is a theoretical diagram showing 
the U-value of extruded polystyrene as it varies with thickness and the thermal bridging heat loss found by 
Lee and Pessiki (Lee and Pessiki 2008).   If the thermal short circuit through the insulation still exists as the 
insulation increases, the value of the heat loss through that thermal bridge does not change with the varied 
insulation.  Currently the energy codes require approximately 8 cm of extruded polystyrene insulation in a 
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cooling climate such as Chicago.  As Figure 24 illustrates, at a certain point continuing to increase insulation 
will provide only a marginal increase in the resistance of the assembly.  As the insulation increases, the 
thermal bridging will become the dominate source of the heat loss, and minimizing these short circuits of 
heat flow will be a more effective strategy to increasing the thermal resistance of the envelope.  As discussed 
in Section 2.3, little literature exists on the thermal bridging in commercial wall assemblies.  However, given 
the current insulation requirements, a greater understanding of thermal bridging in envelopes and its impact 
on operational energy usage is needed. 
Figure 24: Diagram of Thermal Bridging on Assembly U-Value as Insulation Increases 
6.1 Impact on Energy Usage 
To isolate of the impacts from thermal mass and thermal short circuits in concrete wall systems, a series of 
isolated parametric models were run to understand the individual impacts on the thickness of the concrete, 
the location, and the change in the R-value from the thermal bridges.  It should be noted that thermal bridges 
are prevalent amongst all wall system types, but this research project is focused solely on the bridging 
occurring in concrete wall systems to be better understand those façade systems.  The aluminum panel rain 
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screen system used in the previous studies did not accurately account for thermal bridging that may be 
occurring in the assembly. 
6.1.1 Thermal Mass Amount 
The thickness of concrete was varied from 2.5 to 30.5 cm in a series of runs conducted with the high 
performance building model described in Chapter 5.  These were compared to the benchmark wall system, 
which was assumed to be no mass.  The insulation R-value was modified as the concrete was added to 
maintain a constant R-value.  The concrete was put inboard of the insulation and left exposed. 
Figure 25: Mass Thickness Results 
 
The results showed a steady decrease in carbon emissions as the thermal mass of the wall increased, however 
it was not a significant decrease, as a less than 1% savings was seen with a thick concrete wall of 30.5 cm. 
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6.1.2 Thermal Mass Location 
Although the mass was shown to have a small impact, another series of models was run to understand the 
impact of the location of the mass on the building’s operational energy.  Models were looked at with the mass 
inside of the insulation with and without finishes, exterior of the insulation, and split with the insulation in 
between the mass with and without finishes.  The models were all run with 10.2 cm of concrete.  As can be 
seen in Figure 26, the savings are still quite small, but the location of the concrete makes a difference.  When 
the concrete was on the interior, the models had lower carbon emissions than the no-mass wall.  However, 
when the mass was exterior the wall had higher carbon emissions than the no-mass wall, as it only stores heat 
from more harsh exterior temperatures.  
 
Figure 26: Variation in Carbon Equivalent Emissions with Mass Location 
6.1.3 R-Value 
As discussed in Section 2.3, thermal bridging in concrete building envelopes can decrease the resistance of the 
wall by 45%.  A series of runs was conducted to look at the impact of the decrease in an assembly’s thermal 
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resistant as would occur with a thermal short circuit.  As can be seen in Figure 27, the degeneration of the 
wall assembly’s R-value significantly increased the energy usage in the building.  However, it had the largest 
impact on the heating load, particularly in Chicago, and therefore a far smaller increase was seen in the carbon 
emissions, due to a lower emissions factor for natural gas than electricity.  Even so, a noticeable increase can 
be seen and appears to have a more significant impact on the operational carbon emissions than the thermal 
mass showed.   As these effects often have an opposing influence on energy usage, a further study of 
prototypal wall assemblies was undertaken. 
 
Figure 27: Energy Usage and Carbon Equivalent Emissions for Decreases in R-Value 
6.2 Thermal Bridging Calculation Methodology 
Currently available energy modeling software does not accurately account for thermal bridges that may occur 
from penetrations through the thermal insulation or connections and interface conditions between building 
components.  Because thermal bridges are characterized by multi-dimensional heat flows, energy modeling 
software, which uses a one-dimensional heat transfer calculation methodology, is unable to assess these 
conditions.  To account for the more realistic thermal performance in an energy model, the clear wall R-value 
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of the assembly can be adjusted to more accurately account for the actual heat transfer.  This adjusted value, 
often referred to as the effective R-value, can be challenging to determine. 
To accurately account for the three-dimensional heat transfer occurring in heterogeneous assemblies, a mock-
up of the panel can be tested with the guarded hot box method (Evitherm 2011).  This test consists of a 
guard box, meter box, and cold box.  A representative sample is fit to the guarded box and temperature and 
conditions are adjusted on one side, and thermocouples read the surface and air temperature on the resultant 
side.  This method can accurately determine the multi-dimensional heat transfer, but has severe limitations for 
widespread applications due to its extremely high cost and specialized equipment required.  Alternately, a 
computational simulation can be done using a three-dimensional finite element model, which is a method that 
utilizes a numerical technique to approximate solutions to complex equations such as partial differential and 
integral equations.  The specialized technical skill and knowledge to create and run these models is beyond 
that of the typical architectural practitioner, and therefore is an unfeasible method for widespread application 
in the architecture, engineering and construction industry. 
The ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers 2009) outlines alternate, more simplified estimation methodologies for determining 
the effective R-value of an assembly.  The simplest method is the parallel path method, which calculates the 
heat flow through the clear wall section and the bridge section separately and takes a weighted area average to 
determine the effective R-value.  This method implies that heat flows in parallel paths and does not adjust its 
direction to find an easier route through the wall.  ASHRAE recommends this method as being reasonably 
accurate for less conductive thermal bridges, such as wood studs in residential walls.  However, as the most 
common penetrations through commercial insulation are metal, this method is not applicable to most 
commercial wall assemblies.   
Building on the parallel path method, the zone method attempts to better account for smaller but more 
conductive bridges.  The zone method determines a zone of influence that is larger than just the width of the 
bridging member used in the parallel path method.  In the zone method, the zone of influence is a function 
of the width and depth of the construction surface to the conductive element.  However, this method has 
been found to be inaccurate for many types of elements and therefore modifications have been proposed.  
One adjusted method, also outlined in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, is the modified zone 
method.  Based on data from steel stud wall assemblies, this method was developed to more accurately 
account for the thermal bridging in steel studs.  This method amends the formula for determining the zone of 
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influence so that is dependent on a ratio between the thermal resistivity of finish material and cavity 
insulation, depth and width of stud, and thickness of finish material layers.  Likewise, in 2008 Lee and Pessiki 
proposed a revised zone method for the metal ties in precast concrete sandwich panels, which reforms the 
equation for determining the zone of influence based on the conductivity of the concrete, insulation and 
metal tie, as well as the diameter of the tie and the distance from the face of the wall.  These adaptations for 
the zone method illustrate the limitations when applying the zone method to a wide array of applications.  
The estimation technique was derived for large steel members like beams, however it does not accurately 
account for discontinuous instances, such as the metal ties, or other unique conditions that may occur in 
commercial building wall details.  Because of this, it has limited application and is not suitable for widespread 
use with commercial wall systems. 
The isothermal plans method, or series-parallel method, divides the construction assemblies into a series of 
layers.  Layers where conductive and insulative elements coexist are handled with a parallel path calculation, 
but the layers are assumed to have a uniform surface temperature on either side.  This method is 
recommended for wood, concrete and masonry, but not metal, again making it difficult for commercial wall 
assemblies.  Additionally, Zarr et al. found that the isothermal planes method tended to under predict the R-
value of wood-framed wall assemblies while the parallel path over predicted it (Zarr 1987). 
THERM is a two-dimensional heat transfer program developed by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
and is based on the finite-element method (Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 2011).  
THERM’s simple and easy to use interface is accessible for the average building professional.  The program is 
able to model complex geometries and provides the average U-values and surface temperature for elements.  
However, the two-dimensional nature of the program was found to be accurate for only elements which are 
continuous perpendicularly to the section drawn in the program, such as a beam, but highly in accurate for 
elements that are of shorter depths, such as a bolt.   
Griffith et al. (Griffith 1997) describe a method which combines the parallel path method and isothermal 
planes method with the two-dimensional program THERM to predict the change in thermal resistance from 
bolts in curtain walls.  The parallel path method involves two THERM simulations.  The first simulates the 
wall without the bridging element, and the second simulates the wall with the bridging element.  The U-values 
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from the two simulations are then combined by a weighted area average for the areas perpendicular to the 
sections drawn on the screen:   
UP = FB * UB + FN * UN 
Whereas, UP = U-value parallel path 
FB = Fraction of bridging element 
UB = U-value from THERM with bridging element 
FN = Fraction of clear wall 
UN = U-value from THERM of clear wall 
The isothermal planes method requires only one simulation, but requires an effective conductivity to be 
calculated prior to the simulation.  The effective conductivity is calculated by a weighted area average of the 
conductivity of the bridging element and insulative element, and this value is then used for the bridging 
element during simulation: 
keff = FB * kB + FN * kN 
Whereas, UI = U-value from THERM using isothermal planes method 
kB = effective conductivity  
kB = conductivity of bridging element 
kN = conductivity of non-bridging element 
The study compared the temperature and U-value results to the measured temperature results from a guarded 
hot box test. Since the U-value is the overall heat transfer coefficient, the resultant surface temperature is 
directly proportional to the U-value.   As show in Table 22, the parallel method tended to underestimate the 
heat flow, while the isothermal planes method over-estimates the heat flow.  However, when the two results 
are averaged as shown in Table 22, the discrepancy from the measured experimental temperature is on 
average within 3.5%, and all values were well within 10 percent. 
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Table 22: Average Surface Temperature Results Comparision (Griffith 1997) 
 Measured Parallel Path Isothermal Planes Averaged 
 °C °C % Different °C % Different °C % Different 
Nylon, 229mm 12.4 11.5 -7.3% 11.5 -7.3% 11.5 -7.3% 
Stainless,457mm 11.0 11.3 +2.7% 10.5 -4.5% 10.9 -0.9% 
Stainless,305mm 10.8 11.2 +3.7% 10.1 -6.5% 10.7 -0.9% 
Stainless,229mm 10.7 11.1 +3.7% 9.8 -8.4% 10.5 -1.9% 
Stainless,152mm 10.5 10.9 +3.8% 9.2 -12.4% 10.1 -3.8% 
Stainless, 76mm 9.4 10.3 +9.6% 7.9 -16.0% 9.1 -3.2% 
Steel, 229mm 8.8 11.1 +26.1% 7.7 -12.5% 9.4 +6.8% 
        
Average   ±8.1%  -9.7%  ± 3.5% 
 
6.2.1 Validation Example 
For this reason, the decision was made to use the averaged value from both the THERM parallel path and 
THERM isothermal planes methods described by Griffith (Griffith 1997).  To validate this methodology, a 
sample was calculated for an M-tie in a concrete sandwich panel with 51 mm of insulation between 76mm of 
concrete and spaced 610 mm on center, shown in Figure 28, using the revised zone method (Lee and Pessiki 
2008). 
 
Figure 28: Section of the M-Tie Metal Wythe and Simplified Equivalent Bar 
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The conductivity, k, of the materials is assumed to be: 
kcon = 1.92 W/m°K for concrete 
kin = 0.029 W/m°K for insulation 
kct = 45.3 W/m°K for metal Wythe 
The two legs can be combined into one leg, and the diameter of the equivalent bar, m, is defined to be: 
𝑚 =  √2 (𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟) =  √2(6𝑚𝑚) = 9𝑚𝑚 
With d identified as the distance from the panel surface to the connector, the width of the zone of influence is 
defined to be: 
Wn = (0.174kcon – kin + 0.0026kct + 2.24) m + 0.02kcon – 0.6kin +0.0024kct +2.35 – 0.15d = 125mm 
The area of influence, Zone A, is the area of the circle which is circumscribed by the diameter Wn, and 
therefore is 12,300 mm.  Since the ties are spaced 610 mm on center, a 610 mm by 610 mm section with the 
tie in the center can be evaluated to be representative of the whole wall, because at the center line between 
the two ties the heat flow is symmetrical. Therefore, the clear wall zone, Zone B, is the difference between 
the area of the section investigated and Zone A, which is 359,300 mm2.  Zone A consequently represents 
3.3% of the area and Zone B 96.7%.  The U-values are then calculated independently for each zone in Tables 
23 and 24.  Within Zone A, the equivalent bar represents 0.5% of the area. 
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Table 23: Zone B U-Value Calculation 
 k  
(W/m°K) 
Thickness, t  
(m) 
U = k/t  
(W/m2°K) 
R=1/U 
(m2°K/W) 
Outside Surface NA NA 33.40 0.03 
Concrete 1.92 0.076 25.23 0.04 
Insulation 0.029 0.051 0.57 1.76 
Concrete 1.92 0.076 25.2 0.04 
Inside Surface NA NA 8.35 0.12 
   UT = 1/ ΣR RT=ΣR 
Combined Assembly   0.50 1.99 
* NA – not applicable 
Table 24: Zone A U-Value Calculation 
 AF, Area 
Fraction 
k  
(W/m°K) 
Thickness, t  
(m) 
U = AF · k/t  
(W/m2°K) 
R=1/ΣU 
(m2°K/W) 
Outside Surface NA NA NA 33.40 0.03 
Concrete 1 1.92 0.025 75.71 0.01 
Concrete 0.995 1.92 0.051 37.65 
0.02 
M-Tie 0.005 45.3 0.051 4.46 
Insulation 0.995 0.029 0.051 0.56 
0.20 
M-Tie 0.005 45.3 0.051 4.46 
Concrete 0.995 1.92 0.051 37.65 
0.02 
M-Tie 0.005 45.3 0.051 4.46 
Concrete 1 1.92 0.025 75.71 0.01 
Inside Surface NA NA NA 8.35 0.12 
    UT = 1/ ΣR RT=ΣR 
Combined Assembly    0.42 2.39 
* NA – not applicable 
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Using the revised zone method, the Zone A U-value is found to be 2.39 and the Zone B U-Value of 0.50, 
which when combined with a weighted area average and is equal to 0.56.  This was then compared to the 
THERM parallel path simulations and averaged with the THERM isothermal plane simulations using the 
same conductivity as the ones used in the revised zone method calculations.  The effective conductivity, keff, 
was calculated to be: 
FB = Diameter of M-tie/Height of Section = 6mm/610mm = 0.01 
FN = 1-FB = 0.99 
keff = FB * kct + FN * kin = (0.99) * (0.029) + (0.01) * (45.3) = 0.50 W/m°K 
 
 
 
Figure 29: THERM Results for Parallel Path and Isothermal Methods Simulations 
Parallel Path Method, Clear Wall 
Parallel Path Method, Bridging Element 
Isothermal Planes Method 
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The results from the three THERM simulations are shown in Figure 29.  The color bands represent 
temperature ranges within the assembly, with the white being the interior temperature and purple the exterior 
temperature.  When all of the color bands and grouped together in the insulation, little thermal bridging is 
occurring, however, when the range of color bands decreases between the interior and exterior surfaces a 
thermal short is occurring. 
Table 25: Revised Zone Method Calculation and Proposed Simulation Method Comparison 
 
Wall Fraction 
U-Value 
(W/m2°K) 
Difference from 
Calculated 
Calculated 1 0.56 - 
    
Parallel Path, Clear Wall 0.99 0.51 - 
Parallel Path, M-Tie 0.01 2.43 - 
Parallel Path, Combined 1 0.53 -7.0% 
    
Isothermal Planes 1 0.64 +12.5% 
    
Averaged U-Value 1 0.58 +2.8% 
 
The results of the validation test showed that the averaged U-values more closely fit with the calculated U-
value.  Both of the results were within 15% of the calculated value, but the averaged value was shown to be 
with 3%, which is consistent with the range seen in the study by Griffith et al. shown in Table 22.  Although 
the revised zone method is an estimation of the heat flow, it was derived from finite element models and 
guarded hot box tests, so it is considered to be reasonably accurate.  The ability to utilize the proposed 
methodology with THERM allows for quicker study of more complex details that otherwise may be 
impossible to calculate accurately with existing methods. 
6.3 Envelope Systems Investigated 
 A series of representative concrete wall systems were designed to investigate a range of thermal bridging.  
Selected commercial building wall systems were varied to understand range of thermal bridges.  The study 
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was not intended to be a comprehensive catalog of thermal bridges, nor are thermal bridges a condition 
unique to concrete wall systems, as they occur in nearly every commercial building envelope system.  
Although many layers exist in wall assemblies, only those which influence conductive heat transfer were 
included and elements such as vapor barriers and paint were excluded.  The study is intended to represent a 
sample of concrete façades and estimate the heat loss to better understand how that impacts the building’s 
energy usage and carbon emissions. 
The clear wall U-value was first calculated for each assembly.  The R-value of the insulation was adjusted 
slightly so that each assembly started with the exact same U-value, though in reality the insulation comes in 
set sizes and the assemblies’ total U-value would vary slightly.  However, to isolate the change in thermal 
resistance relative to thermal bridging, a common R-value of 3.00 m2·°K/W was used as the starting point.  
Wall assemblies which have multiple bridges occurring were evaluated in stages.  The smallest bridge was 
examined first, and the heat loss through that bridge was determined.  This was then used to adjust the 
insulation R-value to account for the additional heat loss from the first thermal bridge.  This adjusted value 
was then used as the starting point for the next thermal break evaluated, and the process was continued in a 
cumulative fashion. 
For areas where heat is lost through the slab and ceiling, as well as the wall, the U-value is taken from the 
exterior surface in THERM to account for all heat flow through all three surface of the a space. 
6.3.1 Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Interior Insulation 
Cast-in-place concrete walls are a durable system that integrates the structure and finish while allowing for 
flexible geometries.  While historically many concrete walls did not install insulation, current energy codes 
now require all mass walls to have insulation in all climates except Climate Zone 1, which covers only the 
southern tip of Florida and Hawaii.  An easy and affordable way to attach the insulation and finishes is with 
Z-furring strips, because they can serve both as the attachment for the insulation as well as the furring strip 
for a drywall finish, as shown in Figure 30.  Because both the furring and slab connection are continuous, the 
THERM results shown in Figure 31 are used as given in the heat flow simulation software, because the bridge 
represents an area fraction of one.  A sensitivity study was done both with and without the bolts, and the 
difference was found to be negligible. 
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Figure 30: Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Interior Insulation 
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Table 26: Calculated R-Value for Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Interior Insulation Calculated  
Material Thickness (m) Conductivity (W/m°K) R-Value (m2·°K/W) 
Exterior Air Film   0.05 
Concrete 0.203 1.13 0.18 
XPS Insulation 0.078 0.03 2.58 
Gypsum Board 0.016 0.25 0.06 
Interior Air Film   0.12 
Total   3.00 
 
 
 
Figure 31: Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Interior Insulation THERM Results 
Z-Furring without Screws 
Z-Furring with Screws 
Continuous Concrete Slab 
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Table 27: Calculated and Simulated Comparison for Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Interior Insulation 
 Wall 
Fraction 
U-Value 
(W/m2°K) 
R-Value 
(m2°K/W) 
Difference from 
Calculated 
Calculated 1 0.333 3.00 - 
     
Parallel Path, Z-Furring 0.98 0.568 1.76 - 41% 
Parallel Path, w/ Screws 0.02 0.594 1.68 - 44% 
Parallel Path, Combined  0.568 1.76 - 41% 
Z-Furring  0.568 1.76 - 41% 
     
THERM, Slab Connection 1 0.970 1.03 - 66% 
Slab & Z-Furring  0.970 1.03 - 66% 
 
The simulation results showed an aproximately 40% heat loss through both the Z-furring and the continuous 
slab penetrating the insulation, resulting in a wall assembly with a R-value that is 66% lower than the value 
which was initially calculated. 
6.3.2 Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Exterior Insulation 
Due to the large amount of heat lost through the slab from having the insulation on the interior, a system was 
looked at that would allow for a more continuous insulation system on the exterior.  However as insulation 
needs an exterior finish for protection, such as a brick veneer shown in Figure 32, the structural ties for this 
system typically cause thermal bridges.  This requires connections back to the concrete wall system for 
structural support.  Additionally, fasteners, such as stick-clips, are needed to secure the insulation to the 
concrete wall.  These structural connections and fasters all cause thermal shorts in the insulation. 
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Figure 32: Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Exterior Insulation 
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Table 28: Calculated R-Value for Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Exterior Insulation 
Material Thickness (m) Conductivity (W/m°K) R-Value (m2·°K/W) 
Exterior Air Film   0.05 
Brick 0.089 0.84 0.11 
Cavity (Air) 0.025 0.30 0.09 
XPS Insulation 0.070 0.03 2.33 
Concrete 0.203 1.13 0.18 
Furring (Air)  0.019 0.30 0.06 
Gypsum Board 0.016 0.25 0.06 
Interior Air Film   0.12 
Total   3.00 
    
 
Figure 33: Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Exterior Insulation THERM Results  
Stick Clip 
Dove Tail Anchor 
Shelf Angle 
Clear Wall 
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The stick clips were assumed to be at 610 mm on center, and showed a small decreased of 2% in the thermal 
resistance.  The dove tail anchors were presumed to be spaced at 406 mm, and therefore showed a larger 
decrease in the thermal performance of the wall.  However, as can be seen in Table 29 the most significant 
thermal bridge was the continuous shelf angle as shown in Figure 33. 
Table 29: Calculated and Simulated Comparison for Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Interior Insulation 
 Wall 
Fraction 
U-Value 
(W/m2°K) 
R-Value 
(m2°K/W) 
Difference from 
Calculated 
Calculated 1 0.333 3.00 - 
     
Parallel Path, Clear Wall 0.996 0.331 3.02 + 1% 
Parallel Path, Stick Clips 0.004 0.684 1.46 - 51% 
Parallel Path, Combined  0.332 3.01 0% 
Isothermal Planes, Stick Clip 1 0.340 2.94 - 3% 
Stick Clip  .336 2.97 - 2% 
     
Parallel Path, Clear Wall 0.92 0.336 2.97 - 2% 
Parallel Path, Dove Tail Anchor 0.08 1.387 0.72 - 76% 
Parallel Path, Combined  0.346 2.55 - 4% 
Isothermal Planes, Dove Tail Anchor 1 0.446 2.24 - 25% 
Stick Clip & Anchor  0.396 2.53 - 16% 
     
THERM, Shelf Angle 1 0.557 1.80 - 40% 
Stick Clip, Anchor & Shelf Angle  0.557 1.80 - 40% 
6.3.3 Cast Concrete Wall with Thermally Broken System 
Because continuous metal penetrations through the insulation are known to cause substantial thermal bridges, 
new systems have arisen which aim to break these thermal shorts.  One such system is thermally broken Z-
clips, which are two angles with thermal spacers between the angles.  Although, the bolts still penetrate 
through, this connection minimizes the continuous metal heat flow path by separating the two angles with the 
thermal spacer.  Though the stick clip did not represent a significant thermal bridge, plastic stick clips are also 
available which have a greater resistance to heat flow.  The wall shown in Figure 34 was intended to represent 
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a wall with more careful consideration given to the detailing of the thermal envelope, and has a precast 
concrete panel rain screen system on the exterior.  The R-value of the calculation of the R-value of the 
assembly is summarized in Table 30. 
 
Figure 34: Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Thermally Broken System 
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Table 30: Calculated R-Value for Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Exterior Insulation  
Material Thickness (m) Conductivity (W/m°K) R-Value (m2·°K/W) 
Exterior Air Film   0.05 
Precast Concrete 0.019 1.13 0.02 
Aluminium Frame (Air) 0.076 0.30 0.25 
XPS Insulation 0.068 0.03 2.26 
Concrete 0.203 1.13 0.18 
Furring (Air)  0.019 0.30 0.06 
Gypsum Board 0.016 0.25 0.06 
Interior Air Film   0.12 
Total   3.00 
 
Table 31: Calculated and Simulated Comparison for Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Thermal Breaks 
 Wall 
Fraction 
U-Value 
(W/m2°K) 
R-Value 
(m2°K/W) 
Difference from 
Calculated 
Calculated 1 0.333 3.00 - 
     
Parallel Path, Clear Wall 0.996 0.334 2.99 0% 
Parallel Path, Stick Clips 0.004 0.341 2.93 - 2% 
Parallel Path, Combined  0.335 2.99 0% 
Isothermal Planes, Stick Clip 1 0.332 3.01 0% 
Stick Clip  0.333 3.00 0% 
     
Parallel Path, Clear Wall 0.79 0.334 2.99 0% 
Parallel Path, Z-Clip 0.20 0.541 1.74 - 42% 
Parallel Path, Z-Clip with Bolts 0.01 0.891 1.12 - 63% 
Parallel Path, Combined  0.387 2.58 - 14% 
Isothermal Planes, Z-Clip 1 0.5156 1.94 - 35% 
Stick Clip & Z-Clip  0.453 2.22 - 26% 
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The plastic stick clips were showed to be thermally negligible in the THERM simulations, as can be seen in 
Table 31 and Figure 35.  The spacers between the angles in the thermally broken Z-clip appeared to be too 
thin to completely break the thermal short, but the overall the system performs thermally better than the 
other two cast-in-place systems that were investigated. 
 
Figure 35: Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall with Thermal Breaks THERM Results 
6.3.4 Precast Concrete Sandwich Panel 
Another location where insulation is commonly found in concrete walls is in between two wythes of concrete, 
such as in a precast sandwich panel shown in Table 32 and Figure 36.  As discussed in Section 2.3, significant 
thermal bridges often occur in the metal ties and solid concrete cores.  Additionally, how the panels are joined 
together can provide an additional thermal short.   
Table 32: Calculated R-Value for Precast Concrete Sandwich Panel  
Material Thickness (m) Conductivity (W/m°K) R-Value (m2·°K/W) 
Exterior Air Film   0.05 
Precast Concrete 0.076 1.13 0.07 
XPS Insulation 0.077 0.03 2.56 
Precast Concrete 0.076 1.13 0.07 
Furring (Air)  0.019 0.30 0.06 
Gypsum Board 0.016 0.25 0.06 
Interior Air Film   0.12 
Total   3.00 
Clear Wall Plastic Stick Clip Thermally Broken Z-Clip 
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Figure 36: Precast Concrete Sandwich Panel 
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Figure 37: Precast Concrete Sandwich Panel THERM Results 
 
As has been found in previous studies, the sandwich panels performed about 40% less than the clear wall 
calculation shown in Figure 37.  Also significant, the solid concrete sections between the panels greatly 
decreased their performance.  The solid concrete cap was assumed to be 51 mm, though there is variation in 
the depth.  As can be seen in Table 33, the thermal shorts in the assembly decreased the thermal resistance of 
the wall by about 60%. 
 
 
 
 
Clear Wall M-Tie Connector 
Solid Concrete Cores 
Panel to Panel Connection 
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Table 33: Calculated and Simulated Comparison for Precast Concrete Sandwich Panel 
 Wall 
Fraction 
U-Value 
(W/m2°K) 
R-Value 
(m2°K/W) 
Difference from 
Calculated 
Calculated 1 0.333 3.00 - 
     
Parallel Path, Clear Wall 0.97 0.321 3.12 + 4% 
Parallel Path, M-Tie 0.03 1.388 0.72 - 76% 
Parallel Path, Combined  0.351 2.84 - 6% 
Isothermal Planes, M-Tie 1 0.333 3.00 0% 
M-Tie  0.343 2.92 - 3% 
     
Parallel Path, Clear Wall 0.75 0.359 2.78 - 7% 
Parallel Path, Solid Concrete Cores 0.25 0.906 1.10 - 63% 
Parallel Path, Combined  0.496 2.02 - 33% 
Isothermal Planes, Concrete Cores 1 0.602 1.66 - 45% 
M-Tie & Concrete Cores  0.549 1.82 - 39% 
     
Parallel Path, Clear Wall Connections 0.93 0.805 1.24 - 58% 
Parallel Path, Brackets 0.07 0.819 1.22 - 59% 
Parallel Path, Brackets with Bolts 0.01 0.829 1.21 - 60% 
Parallel Path, Combined  08.06 1.24 - 59% 
Isothermal Planes, Connections 1 0.819 1.22 - 59% 
M-Tie, Cores & Panel Connections  0.812 1.23 - 59% 
 
6.3.5 Precast Concrete Sandwich Panel with Thermal Breaks 
To address the thermal shorts in joining the two concrete wythes of concrete, alternate structural ties have 
been developed.  One such tie is a glass fiber reinforced plastic bar that is bent to join the two panels 
together.  Additionally, panels are available that eliminate the solid concrete caps at the edges of the panels, 
allowing for a closer continuation of the insulation, as can be seen in Figure 38.  The calculated R-value for 
the assembly is the same as that calculated in Table 32. 
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Figure 38: Thermally Broken Precast Concrete Sandwich Panel  
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Figure 39: Precast Concrete Sandwich Panel with Thermal Breaks THERM Results 
 
As can be seen in Table 34 and Figure 39, these small changes to the panel design make a significant 
improvement in its thermal performance.  Whereas the previous precast panel’s R-value was about 60% less 
than the calculated R-value, this panel’s thermal resistance shows a marked improvement and is within 6% of 
the calculated value.  The glass fiber reinforced plastic bar provides little thermal bridging, and the 
minimization of the discontinuity of insulation between the panels dramatically improved its thermal 
performance.   
 
Clear Wall 
Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic Bar Connector 
Panel to Panel Connection 
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Table 34: Calculated and Simulated Comparison for Precast Concrete Sandwich Panel with Thermal Breaks 
 Wall 
Fraction 
U-Value 
(W/m2°K) 
R-Value 
(m2°K/W) 
Difference from 
Calculated 
Calculated 1 0.333 3.00 - 
     
Parallel Path, Clear Wall 0.98 0.332 3.01 0% 
Parallel Path, GFRP Tie 0.02 0.438 2.28 - 24% 
Parallel Path, Combined  0.334 2.99 0% 
Isothermal Planes, GFRP Tie 1 0.334 2.99 0% 
GFPR Tie  0.334 2.99 0% 
     
Parallel Path, Clear Wall Connections 0.93 0.358 2.80 - 6% 
Parallel Path, Brackets 0.07 0.358 2.80 - 6% 
Parallel Path, Brackets with Bolts 0.01 0.358 2.80 - 6% 
Parallel Path, Combined  0.358 2.80 - 6% 
Isothermal Planes, Connections 1 0.358 2.80 - 6% 
M-Tie, Cores & Panel Connections  0.358 2.8 - 6% 
 
6.4 Building Envelope Study Results 
The five assemblies outlined in Section 6.3 were run with the high performance model developed and 
described in Chapter 5.  The insulation values were decreased so that the assembly had the same U-value as 
those determine though the thermal bridge analysis in Section 6.3.  The intention of the simulation was to 
better understand the impact of the thermal bridges and assemblies on the operational energy and carbon 
emissions of a building.  
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Figure 40: Energy Use Intensity for Wall Assemblies Studied 
 
The energy model results, shown in Figure 40, show a significant increase in energy usage in both climates, 
particularly in Chicago.  However, when the carbon emission results are viewed the variation is significantly 
diminished, as seen in Figure 41.  This is due to the substantially lower carbon emissions from the natural gas 
used to power the heating system.  So, while the performance of the building envelope is still important to 
understand in large commercial office buildings, the impact is less significant than would be expected to be 
seen in other building types, such as residential buildings.   
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Figure 41: Carbon Emissions for Wall Assemblies Studied 
 
This investigation of thermal bridging in building envelopes is by no means exhaustive, and many other 
thermal conditions exist.  Additionally, the study looked only at bridging within a wall assembly, neglecting 
areas where the wall interfaces with other systems such as parapet and roofs, foundations, windows and 
doors.  These conditions are likely to further increase the thermal shorts that may occur.  Though large 
thermal bridges were seen in some of the assemblies, these could be larger with poor detailing of these 
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interfaces.  Instead, this envelope investigation establishes an understanding of some of the range of thermal 
bridges that exist in concrete wall systems and their impact on building energy usage. 
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7 Conclusion 
This thesis has looked at architectural decisions concerning material choices and detailing, and how they 
impact a building’s operational energy usage.  Focusing on concrete buildings, it has investigated both the 
thermal mass and thermal conductivity qualities in concrete structures. 
Based on existing research and models developed by the Department of Energy, a benchmark model was 
established; additionally, a higher performing building model was derived to represent that portion of the 
building sector. 
The research looked at the effect of the thermal mass of a building, by evaluating identical buildings which 
differed only by their structural system.  The concrete building which is more thermally massive showed an 
average decrease of about 5% in operational energy and 3% in carbon emissions in the climates investigated.  
Although these savings may be small they can add up to significant savings when looked at over the life cycle 
of the building.  More importantly, the savings show that thermal mass does have an effect on energy 
consumption in commercial office buildings, and further research should be conducted on strategies that can 
build upon and maximize this inherent quality.  
The thermal mass of concrete commercial envelopes was shown to have a much less significant impact on the 
operational energy usage, but it did illustrate that the location of the mass can influence the significance of the 
results.  The more internally located the mass is, such as with the concrete structural system, the more 
beneficial it may be towards energy reductions, and conversely externally located mass will likely increase 
energy performance. 
Thermal bridging occurs in almost all commercial wall systems, but only scarce research has been conducted 
on it.  Furthermore, methodologies to accurately assess heterogeneous wall assemblies have severe 
limitations.  From the evaluation conducted, a method that is accessible to architects was recommended 
utilizing two dimensional heat flow software and the parallel path and isothermal plane estimation 
methodologies.  A sample of wall assemblies was evaluated representing a range from envelopes that were 
carefully thermally detailed to those where thermal concerns were not likely considered.  The consideration 
and attention given to connections and how the building envelope is constructed can provide a dramatic 
difference in the thermal performance of an envelope, and a large range in results R-values was seen.   
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Although the resultant carbon emission increase was not as dramatic as the energy escalation seen from the 
decreasing thermal resistance, it is still nonetheless important to focus on minimizing thermal breaks as small 
building improvements can coalesce into larger ones when strategies are combined.  A high performance 
building envelope should be a key strategy for high performance buildings, and we have reached the point 
where addressing thermal bridging has more impact than just increasing the amount of insulation.  Further 
study is needed of more wall systems to better understand thermal bridges and how they can be minimized. 
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